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Kean's Academic Future Faces Challenge by Robert Siniakin and Barbara Schwartz

The future of many Kean students hangs in the balance
as the College Curriculum Committee discussed a major
proposal at their meetings on October 5 and 19 that
would allow a student to take up to 55 credits in his major
·field if he so desires. Also brought out was the fact that
" Free electives should be free."
The 40 hour limit was set to
keep departments from pressuring students into taking more
courses. Pressures now ,
however, are not from the
faculty pressuring the student,
but the student wanting more,
_which he can take but will not be
accepted toward graduation.
The present " average curriculum " allows a student to take
a minimum of 30 credits to a

"Honest, officer,
the albums . .. "

maximum of 40 credits in his major with 36 credits in General
Education Requirements (GER)
and a minimum of 48 to a maximum of 58 credits in Free Electives depending on the number
of credits he takes in his major.
This brings the total credits
needed for graduation to 124.
Dr. Leslie Hiraoka, Chairman
of Management Science and
Economics, originally put the

proposal to the Arts and Science
Curriculum Committee in April
76. Atthe June 1st Faculty Senate
meeting , Senator Eileen
Kennedy, English
Professor,
stated that by allowing a change
from 40 to 55 credits coµld
already tip an already precarious
balance maintained among the
departments; that the implications of the change were so
significant ·for all departments
that the problem should be
taken up by the College Curriculum Committee. The Faculty
Senate then voted it to them.
The change from 40 to 55
credits would not affect the GER
but would come from the Free
Electives. Even while discussion

proceeds on the proposal , 21
major areas depart from the required amount of Free Electives
(48-58). The decrease in the Free
Electives are mandated by the
various departments by making
students take more courses in
their major.
A Music Major is only allowed
to take 17½ credits as Free Electives: Teacher-Library Secondary
major only take 9 credits as Free
Electives, Library Elementary
only 14, Physical Education only
22, and a Biology major - General
Option would only take
between 41 and 47 credits as Free
Electives. In the Industrial
Studies; Industrial Education,
between 14 to 15, Industrial
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Raid Turns Up WNSC Records
by Joe Suliga, Jr.

Campus police, discovering the whereabouts
of stolen property after
illegal sales were made,
raided a dorm apartment
last Wednesday, and confiscated 50 record albums,
all belonging to the WNSC
radio station .
Eugene Bacat, a consortium
student from De Vry Institute,

has been charged with posses-

steal the albums from the radio
station, but bought them from a
member of the station.
According
to
Carlton

Hairston, director of the station,

approximately 135 record
albums valued at $675 .00 were
stolen. Hairston also .confirmed
that the theft occurred sometime
between October 4th and October 14.
Detective Gerard McGrath,
who is leading the investigation
with Detective Domingo Rivera
said , " It is our belief that the
remainder of the albums had
been sold during the past several

weeks. "
Hairston said that the theft
" wasn 't reported until about the
14th because we thought the
music director had the albums.

l'hot o by ~reve Schemer

These records are being held by the Campus Police.
That's when I got to talk to her
about it. That's when I went to
the police."
According to Martin
Greenberg, director of Campus
Police, the albums were identified through WNSC markings
that appeared on the covers.
Director Greenberg also stated
that the investigation is continuing.
Bacat is not a Kean Stucient,
but participates in the Consortium of East Jersey, a program
in which students from other
schools fill vacancies in the Kean
Dorms.
The consortium stude.nts are
subject to the rules and
regulations of Kean College.
Pat Ippolito, Acting Dean of
Students, said, " The project that

we have with De Vry and the
other schools will help us meet
our budget and help keep the
rents down in the dorms."

Temporary Withdrawal
Proposed For Transcripts
by Robert Sinial<in
A suggestion was presented to
the Faculty Senate meeting last
Tuesday which would allow a
grade of WD to be kept on the
transcript only while it remains
on file at the Registrar.
At the student council meeting last Friday, Buz Whelan,
President
of
Student
Organization ,
commented,
" there was resistance from the
Faculty Senate, from those
senators who sit on the Dismissal
Board." He added, "When a
student, has a lot of withdrawals,
the Board views that student as a
poor student."

In other business of the council, Gary Lamberson, President of
the Junior Class, said that if the

by Barbara Walcoff
The article , '. 'CCB Cha irman
Resigns After Investigation," had
stated
that a Student
Organization committee had
conducted an investigation that
had
found
" overwhelming
evidence that would have warranted Curtis' removal from office had he not resigned." Curtis
said that he would not be able to
continue as a full time student

and was forced to seek full time
employment " because of personal reasons."
" Everything about the entire
situation is all a matter of
opinion" Diehl said in reference
to the testimony given to Student
Organization. " Paul Curtis will
always be a goat in some
people's eyes and a hero in
others. "
The investigation was set off by
a $240 discrepancy in ticket sales
that had accumulated over the
year. Diehl, who was in charge of
tickets then , said that it averaged
out to be only 16 tickets per show
except for one. For the David
Bromberg show, an entire block
of tickets or $100, could not be
accounted for. This, Diehl explained , was not brought to his
attention until four months later
when Student Org. pointed this

(Continuep on page 3)

armed services could come to
the College Center they would
have a better chance to recruit.
He added that they primarily
answer questions which students
might ask ..
The Student Org. has purchased five chrome-glass display
cases which costs approximately
$410 each. These cases will be put
in the front lounge in the
College Center and will hold
creative works by any Kean
student.
The final piece of bus iness was

the announcement

tfiat

teve

Piccolo, Business Manager of
Student Org. will be resigning on
November 1S. A committee will

be formed to
replacement.

look

foF

a

Carter Will Stop Buck Passing
by Robert Kern
Democratic
presidential
hopeful Jimmy Carter spoke to a
crowd of about 800 at Sheutzen
Park, North Bergen last Saturday.

..

Carter spoke briefly, only
fifteen minutes to the enthusiastic throng. Included in his
speech were repititions of his
charges that a lack of leadership

Investigation Spurs CCB
To Answer To Charges
After two letters refuting
the article appearing in the
September 16th issue of
the Independent, an interview was arranged with
Lou Curuso, Chairman of
CCB, Bob Diehl, ex-Special
Events Chairman of CCB,
Mike Counan, Vice Chairman of CCB, and Jean
Lawler, ex-director of the
Crafts Store.

(Continued on back pa9e.J
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sion of stolen property and has
been released on $500 bail from
Union Township Municipal Jail.
Bacat claims that he didn 't

Technology only 11 and
Mechanical Contracting Opion,
28.
As the other extreme, a major
in Economics takes 58 free elective credits as would History,
Management
Science ,
Sociology, Political
Science, •
Public
Administration ,
and
Psychology are a few examples.
Approximately three weeks
ago at the October 5 College
Curriculum
Committee
meeting, James Capone, Professor Management Science ,
commented, " In the foregoing
departments the additional major requirements leading to a
reduction of free electives are

Photo by Chuck Leonard ·

Jimmy Carter recently aroused an audience with his preacher like
speech.

exists in Washington . Carter
once again likened himself to
Truman and his famous sign
" The Buck Stops Here" stating
that he will be responsible for
the
actions
of
federal
·government during his term in
office.
Carter, without naming Ford ,
stated that the country has a
choice this year between " below
average achievement on the one
hand and American greatness
and excellence on the other."
Carter went on to characterize
the past eight years as a time of
" fear aAd withdrawal" for the
American people . He also called
for the crowd to remember the
past democratic administrations;
Truman, Roosevelt, Kennedy
and Johnson.
Using his now famous
preacher-style way of talking
Carter incited the crowd to ever
increasing cheers and hurrahs by
repeating over and over " Will
you help me? "
Carter also took aim at the
present administration using inflation and unemployment as
ammunition. Without going into
specifics he characterized the
last few years as the hardest on
the working man .
He went on to reassure the
crowd, of his faith in the
American people . He stated that
although voter registration is at a
low this year, he believes that if
he is elected, he will be able to
restore their faith in th e
government. He characterized
the people as basically good and

(Continued on back page)
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Fellowship .Candid ates
To Be Selected
WASHINGTON,
D.c.~ The
National Research Council has
again been called upon to advise
the National Science Foundation
in the selection of candidates for
the Foundation 's program of
Graduate Fellowships. Panels of
eminent scientists appointed by
the National Research Council
will evaluqate qualificati ons of
applican ts. Final selection will be
made by the Foundation, with
awards to be annou nced on
March 15, 1977.
Initial NSF Grad uate
Fellowship awards are intended
for students at or near the begin-.
ning of their graudate study. In
general, therefore, those eligible
to apply will be college seniors or
first-year graduate students this
Fall. Subject to the availability of
funds, new fellowships awarded
in the Spring of 1977 will be for
periods of three years, the
second and third years contingent on certification to the
Foundation by the fellowship
institution of the student's satisfactory progress toward an advanced degree in science.
These fellowships . will be
awarded for study or work leading to master's or doctoral
degrees in the mathematical,
physical, medical, · biological,
engineering, and social sciences,
and in the history and
philosophy of science . Awards
will not be made in clinical,
education , or business fields, in
history of social work, for work
leading to medical, dental, law,
or public health degrees, or for
study in joint science-professional degree programs. Applicants must be citizens of the
United States, and will be judged
solely on the basis of ability. The
annual stipend for Graduate
Fellows will be $3,900 for a

twelve-month tenure with no
dependency allowances.
Applicants will be required to
take the Graduate Record Examinations designed to test aptitude
and
sc i entific
achievement. The examinations,
administered by the Educational
Testing Service, will be given on
December 11 , 1976 at designated
centers throughout the United
States and in certain foreign
countries.
The deadline date for the submission of applications for NSF
Graduate Fellowships is
December 1, 1976. Further information and application
materials may be obtained from
the Fellowship Office, National
Research
Council , 2101
Con ·stitution
Avenue ,
Washington , D.C. 20418.

Women's Conference Slated
BRANCHBURG- " How to
Educate Women to Achieve,"
will be the theme of an all-day
conference by the New Jersey
Coalition on Women's
Education at Somerset County
College, Thursday, Oct. 28.
Keynote speaker will be Dr.
Cynthia Fuchs Epstein, author of
" Women 's Place: Options and
Limits in Professional Careers."
Dr. Epstein is professor of
sociology at Queens College,
New York and project director of
the Bureau of Applied Social
Research, Columbia University.
A panel of women professional · women will react, trom
the viewpoint of their respective
fields, to the views expressed in
the keynote address.
Panelists are : Betsey Brown,
founder of the EVE Counseling
Center at Kean College; Cynthia
M. Jacob, Somerville attorney,

and trustee of the New Jersey
Civil Liberties Union; Carol A.
Murtaugh, professor and chairman of the Department of Nursing, Somerset County College;
Mary S. Hartman, associate
professor,
history, Douglass
College and director of the
Women 's
Studies
Institute,
Rutgers University.
The conference is open to the
general public, but will be particularly geared to persons
interested in higher education
for women.
To meet the coalition's goal to
serve as an agent of change in
higher education , there will be
workshops representing twoyear and four-year colleges,
independ ent
institutions,
religious colleges and the state
university.
Goal of each workshop will be
to have the conference findings

adapted to each type of
educational institution .
The coalition was organized in
1972 to improve the quality and
effectiveness of women 's
education in the colleges and
universities of New Jersey. It
provides resources for professional development of members
and for the sharing ' of information
about
e1C1sti ng
programs in member-Institutions.
The conference at Somerset
County College is being coordinated by Patricia Merritt of the
College
Comeback
Office.
Registration fee is $5 ($3 for
Coalition members) . Luncheon
is $3.50.
Reservations may be made by
calling Ms. Merritt at 526-1200 or
by writing to her at the college,
P.O. Box 3300, Somerville, N.J .
08876.

Fenwick Reigns As 'Travel Queen'
" According to the final 1975
travel reports filed by members
of Congress, Rep. Millicent
Fenwick reigns as the travel
queen of the New Jersey
delegation ," Fifth District
Congressional candidate Frank
Nero noted recently.
Fenwick reported four
overseas trips taken at
government expense, making
her the state delegation 's champion overseas traveler, the
Democratic candidate pointed
out .
Nero, · a Somerset County
Freeholder, a graduate of Kean
College, remarked on the dis-

crepancy between Fenwick 's
public
pronouncements, in
which she frequently criticizes
members of Congress wh o ta ke
overseas junkets at taxpayers ' expense, and the reality of her own
extensive travels to foreign
nations.
In her own newsletter of July
22, 1976, Fenwick noted that
junkets " strike many in the press
and public as a burden on the
taxpayer and an unnecessary
prerogative of the members of
Congress." And yet, she added,
she " felt no compunction in
traveling at taxpayers' expense."
Nero also criticized the

Student Seminar
In 1Scandina,·ia
Scandinavian Seminar is now
accepting applications for its
study abroad program in Denmark, Finland, Norway, or
Sweden for the academic year
1977-78. This living-and-learning experience is designed for
college students , graduates and
other adults who want to
become part of another culture
while acquiring a second
language.
An initial 3 weeks language
course, followed by a family stay
whenever possible , will give the
student opportunity to practice
the language on a daily basis and
to share in the life of the community. For the major part of the
year he is separated from his
fellow American students, living
and studying among Scandinavians at a " People's College:''
(residential school for continuing adult education) or some
other specialized institution.
All Seminar students participate in tthe Introductory,
Midyear and Final Sessions,
where matters related to their ·
studies, expe,riences and (ndividual progress are reviewed
and discussed. The focus of the
Scandinavian Seminar program
is an Independent Study Project
in the student's own field of
interest. An increasing number
of American colleges and
universities are giving full or partial credit for the Seminar year.
The fee, covering tuitio~,
room, board, one-way group
transportation from New York
dnd all course-connected travels
in Scandinavia is $3,800. A limited
number of scholarship loans are
available.
For further information please
'-Vrite to: Scandinav)an Seminar,
100 East 85th Street, New York,
N .Y. 10028.
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''holier-than-thou " double standard Fenwick employs. She chastised other Congresswomen for
not paying their own ways on the
trip they took to China , because
she considered it of questionable value. And yet the
records show that Fenwick, a
multi-millionaire, traveled at
government expense from Japan
to China and from China to
Hawaii.
Fenwick has complained that
many of the poor ratings she has
received
from
various
independent consumer and
senior citizen
organizations
were the result of her absence

from Congress when crucial
votes were taken. But she obviously wasn 't worried enough
about her voting record to stay
home, Nero charged.
" It 's obvious to me that she
would have served her district
and nation better if she had curtailed her world travels,
especially since she isn't even a
member of the Foreign Affairs
Committee, or any committee
that concerns itself with our
dealings with foreign nations,"
Nero said.
" I also question the value of
the four trips she made, which
included a meeting in Italy of the
International Center for Study of
the Restoration and Preservation
of Cultural Property, parliamentary exchange programs in Denmark, Romania and Russia, and
an inspectional tour of South
Vietnam and Cambodia last February, two months before the fall
of the South Vietnamese
government. She returned trom

that trip brainwashed , indicating
she might support continued
financial aid to the collapsing
Saigon regime .
"Taxpayers are tired of paying
for junkets for Congressmen
who should be devoting their
time and our money to the important work of Congress," Nero
stressed. He noted that members
of Congress spent $1.4 million of
taxpayers' money last year on
foreign junkets.
" If I am elected, the only trips I
plan to make are between
Washington and the Fifth District," Nero pledged. " I consider
the problems of flooding, health
care, education , er:,ployment,
· energy, senior citizens, and the
economy far more vital than
remove all penalties for
meetings of cultural property
cultivation or possession of maricommittees in Italy ."
juana.
Minnesota has become the
most recent state to decriminalize
grass. The new
legislation reduces the penalty
for simple possession from the
status of a misdemeanor
(CPS)-Sorority women at
punishable by a maximum fine of
Oregon State University (OSU)
$100 and enrollment in a drug ·
have been plagued with calls and
I
. d ge I s
treatment
program at t he Ju
appearances by an unidentified
discretion. Under the new
man known to Corvallis police as
Minnesota law, no records will'
Diaper Man.
be kept for offenders.
So far Diaper Man has been
Minnesota joins Alaska ,
spotted
wandering through
California , Colorado, Ohio and
three sorority houses and a
Maine as states which have decclothing store wearing only a
riminalized
marijuana.
The
diaper. His telephone calls have
South Dakota legislature has apincluded invitations to women to
proved a revised criminal code
change his diapers.
that would reduce the charge for
The first sighting of the diaper
simple possession of less than
draped exhibitionist was made
half an ounce of marijuana to a
when a woman inside an OSU
petty misdemeanor, with a fine
sorority saw a man standing on a
not exceeding $25.
catwalk
outside the house wearBut then there are the seting only a diaper and holding a
backs. The West Virginia state
box of baby powder.
senate killed a bill that would
have doubled the amount of
" We have reason to believe he
dope in person's possession
is a college student," officers on
before the crime became a
the case speculated.
felony.

Pot ls Decriminalized
(CPS)-Jack Ford is not the
only one helping to remove the
stigma from marijuana smoking.
Slowly but steadily, legislation
which would decriminalize the
weed is gaining wider support.
The
ultra-conservative
Oakland , Claifornia Tribune
became the country's first major

newspaper to endorse the complete legalization of marijuana.
In addition , the Board of Governors of the California Bar Association agreed to support decriminalization in that state.
California has already drastically
reduced pot penalties, but the
bar association's proposal goes
one step further. It would

Diape·r Man
Invades School
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During t he last few sem esters;
articles have appeared in the
Independent w hich have kept
readers updated on the n ewest
informatio n co ncern ing d ope.
The absence of any recent news,
especially du rin g the terrib le
'dr ou ght tha t ha s spr e ad
throu ghout the nation, has
spurred · readers to demand th e
latest . Thi s column , I hope, will
fill that void .
I reall y hate to start this
column by announcing some
bad news, but as everyone
knows, the marijuana shortage
that we all thought was brought
on by the usual summer drought
did not. end along with the
summer. Instead September
rolled by and still no pot . Now.
halfway trhough October and
still nothing. What happened?
There are several reasons for
the dope shortage explains High
Times, " The Magazine of High
Society." The first reason follows
the simple supply and demand
explanation . There is a greater
demand for pottoday than there
ever has been but the same
amount of acreage is planted.
The second reason is that the
Drug Enforcement Admin istration 's (DEA) efforts to
burn out the marijuana fields.
The DEA is to blame for another
cause. They,'along with the Coast
Guard, have set up a blockade in
the Caribbean : The DEA is also
working with the Border Patrol
in carefully watching the Mexican border through an electronic battlefield. The last reason
has to do with the devaluation of
the dollar. Business is b usiness,
no matter what the product is.
Marijuana and hashish hav.e
missed coming to the USA
because there are better profits
to be made elsewhere.
In addition to thi s, the flow of
do pe comin g out of Jamaica,
Columbia and Mexico has been
dras tically reduced thank s again
to the DEA and , this time , the
CIA too. Hundreds of milli.ons of
your tax do Ila rs are being used to
stop the supply of dope coming
out of these countries. This
didn 't stop the flow but reduced
it and caused a price jump of approximately five to ten -dollars.
This could mean that obtain ing dope will never be what it
used to be. The shortage is quic-

INDY
NEEDS
WRITERS
A lecture/ presentation · entitled "SEX EDUCATION FOR
THE HANDICAPPED - A
GUIDE FOR PARENTS AND :
PROFESSIONALS " will be ,
held on November 8. 1976 at :
8 :00 p.m. in the . Alumni
Lounge, Downs Hall, Kean
College of New Jersey, Morris
, Avenue, Union. New Jersey.
Winifred Kempton, M.S.S ..
A.C.S .W .. a prominent author
of many books. pamphlets and
audio-visual resource materials
in the area of sexuality for the
handicapped, will be the principle guest speaker. The lecture,
the first iri a series, is co-spon sored by the Union County
Organization to Aid Children
: with Learning Disabilities and
the Institute of Child St udy, '
Kean College of New Jersey.
Admission is free. Parents. ,
• professionals and students are
encouraged to attend. For fur' ther informatiorT, call Bruce
' Beyer at 352-0096 or Phyllis ,
, Brociner at 289-2318.
.,.................................., ...............,.....

kly becoming a crisis and this
may o n ly be t he beginni ng!
Si nee th is is t he case, and t he
buyi ng of imported d o pe is
becomi ng a lu xury, p ot smokers
must turn t o the p lentiful supply
of books ava.i lable and learn how
to ca re for the little dev ils that
can be grown in wiAdowboxes
and closets . Did you know that it
is possible for one good seed
grown to maturity to equal one
f ull pound of good mar ijuana?
Any news or comments are
welcome (Independent office
CC119) .

NJ Pot Laws To Be Tested
A new t est o f state penal
statutes pu n ishin g t he p rivate
possession and_use of marijuana
has gone to t he Appellate
Division of New Jersey Superior
Court . The appeal is being
brought by A CLU cooperating
attorneys A la n Silber and A.
Joseph Kane o n behalf o f Joh n
M an ia. M r. M an ia was arrested
ir:, Union Cou nty for possessio n
o f marijuana in h is hom e.
The appeal is being taken from
t he den ial o f a motion · by
Superior Court Judge Jacob L.
Triar.si to declare the state marijuana statute unconstitutional as
it appl ies to possession of small
amounts in the home for p_e rsonal use.
The ACLU brief filed in the
Appellate Division argues that
" Criminalization of possession
of small amounts of marijuana

for personal use in the home i nvades a c on stituti ona lly
protected zone o f p rivacy
belongi ng to cItIzens and
violates due process of law." The
brief also contends that t he state
Co nt rol Dan gerou s Substa nces
Act vi o lates equal protection
concepts by equating ma rijua na
w ith clearly dangerous drugs.
Subm itted along with t he brief
was a lengt hy appe ndix containing a number o f reports indicati ng the d istortion o f the
criminal justice process throu gh
marijuana law enforcement , and
descr ibing studies in Illinois and
California on the ·irrationality of
categorizing marijuana as a
dangerous drug.
In the lower court the ACLU
lawyers offered extensive
evidence to prov.e that:
• " There are no significent
short term physiological effects
from the use of marijuana :
• " Marijuana is not addictive".
• " Marijuana does not have a
high potential for abuse. It does
not lead to crime or violent
behavior. . .In fact marijuana
users tend to be underrepresented among assaultive
offenders, especially when com-

pared with users o f alcoh ol, amphetam ines, and bar b iturates."
• "Marij uana d o es not lead to
the use of ha rd drugs."
•
Alcohol ' and nicotine,
legalized psycho-active drugs,
are far mo re dangerous t han
ma rij uana."
• Theo ri es regardi ng "brain
d a m age"
or
"Ca n nabis
psychosis" are unfou nd ed.
• " Resea rchers h ave been extremel y interested i n thera peutic
uses because o f the very low
biologica l toxicity of cannabis."
" These include " the use o f cannabis.. .in treating the elevated
introocular pre ss ure s i n
glaucoma patients" as well as
" The use . . . as an anti-emetic
with cancer patients receiving
chemotherapy", and the use of
marijuana in relieving bronchospasm associated with asthma because it has a " more persistent action than traditiona l
medication."
The lower court refused to
allow any of these evidentiary
matters. The Appellate Division
is being asked to consider these
questions prior_ to the trial. A
decision is expected late in the
Fall.

College Committee For
Carter Formed By DNC
'

The
Democratic . National
Committee (DNC) announced
recently the formation of a committee of college students,
faculty and educators in support
of the Carter-Mondale Presidential ticket. The committee is
concentrating its efforts in
highlighting the views of Jimmy
Carter and Walter Mondale on

CCB
(Continued from page 1)

out. Hazy records could not clear
up the loss, but Diehl added, " I.
never made any money. I would
never stoop to steal."
" Curtis, like all other chairmen
of CCB only got two tickets for a
show. " Curuso said, and Diehl
added , " That man never scalped
a ticket. He was never that
stupid. " This contradicts testimony given to Student Org . by
a member of CCB who testified
that Curtis had scalped tickets
just prior to a show for an in.flated price .
CCB representatives could not
see how Curtis could possibly
have had the time to be outside
while his duties demanded him
to be constantly backstage.
" When you are chairman , you
don't have time nor want to
bother to be outside selling
tickets," they explained.
Another charge backed by
documented testimony was the
amount of alcohol being cons um ed and some being
transported to privately owned
vehicles.
. "Misunderstanding
could happen when people saw
liquor being put in cars' ' Counan
commented. "What do you do

with the liquor you get for performers two ho urs before the

issues directly affecting higher
education and 11 million
students enrolled in 2-year and
4-year colleges this fall.
The committee sent a letter today to student newspapers and
college press along with
background information on
Carter-Mondale stands on
education. The purpose of the
letter was to deepen the debate •
on campuses to include h igher
educat i on l'ssues,
·.m~''!1'.iw.._.,,,..
the widely-covered issues o f th e
economy and foreign policy.
" Jimmy Carte r's electi on wi ll
mean the end to the curren t
'cold war hostility towa rd higher
education ,' which began in 1969
under Richard Ni xon and has
become · even worse u nder
Gerald Ford," stated the letter.
" Although we do not feel tha t
Jimmy Carter will alwa ys agree
with the views -of students,
faculty and other educators ,"
continued the letter, " we do
believe he w ill change th(! at- ·
mospliere to one of working
together.
The letter and statement on
Jimmy Carter and Higher
Education cited the repeated
vetos by Gerald Ford in 1975 and
1976 of funds for education during a period of increasing costs
of college .

three notices of general
m eet ings." The CCBers said tha t
notice was always posted outside
show? It couldn 't be left out or
their door.
else it would be gone when you
CCB representatives said that
turned your back. " Consequenthey " were not hostile toward
tly , a safe place was found in
Student Activities" and managed
several chairmen 's cars until the
to put on two of the co-curband arrived.
ricular committee's programs
The " poster parties" con(out of twelve programs put on) .
ducted by Peg Sharp con" There was always an extradicted
investigators'
tesecutive board approval before
timony that publicity was nonexany program was booked ,"
i stant. One problem en Caruso said . The difficulty in getcountered was that after _" apting a committee ·of twenty
proximately fifty posters went
together overnight. wa s the exup, the janitor r ipped them all
planation given to account for
down at night." Bob Freedman ,
people thinking that decisions
Supervisor of the TPA, said " the
were only made by a few .
manner in which publicity is
A letter from Freedman as
done is insulting. " He added that
Supervisor of the TPA was
it is not so difficult to do it really
quoted out of context according
neat instead of scribbling.
to Freedman when it read ,
A conflict of meetings usually
forced CCB to miss meetings . " Things have never run as efwith Student Activities.
In ficiently as they have this year,
reference to the CCB meetings, thank you. " Freedom said that
the letter was directed to Diehl
testimony stated that notices of
programs. Is.. David Bromberg
concerning when the operation
CCB Meetings . were not being
sent. Freedman stated, " I think I was under Diehl. It was directed .country or rock and roll or counto "Nobody but Diehl" and " was . try-rock? Is Livingston Taylor
got one notice in two years.
not intended to praise anyone
folky or rock and roll or folkyWhen I worked with Bob Diehl , I
rock and roll? Is Flo and Eddie
. did attend several meetings." else on CCB."
The programming was called
comedy or rock and roll or both?
Marion Kortjohn, Director of
excellent by most and it was
" It's all a ma~er of ~hat your
Student Activities said, "I
view of rock and roll is," Diehl
received no notice of executive agreed that it was a matter of
opinion about the variety of stated.
board meetings and only about

Discussion Slated On Death and D_vint?;
Woman Talk will offer an indepth treatment, " On Deat/1 and
Dying" during a two-part
presentation of the weekly discussion series for women held
each Wednesday at noon at
Downs Hall. Nurse practioners,
counseling psychologists and a
theologian will team to assist
Woman Talk 's participants as
each examines her own attitudes
toward death in general and her
own death part icularly.
Commenta to rs have observed
that death and dying are the only
real " taboos," the 6nly "unmantionables" remaining in an
otherwise open · and aware
society. Spurred by the water-

shed research of Dr. Elizabeth
will detail their personal exKubler-Ross and her five st.iges
periences in this field and discuss
some significant case histories
of the dying process, however,
each has encounter.ed in her
medical,
psychological
and
work with the dying.
religious professionals are today
more willing to confront that
For November 10 Mrs. Marilyn
most natural of phenomena.
Thompson, project director of
Patricia Murphy Grosso, R.N.,
the first (and only) hospice in
M .A ., an instructor at Rutgers · New Jersey and formerly a
School of Nursing on term ina l
psychiatric nurse~coordinator in
care and a therapist~practio ner
charge o f program development
in counselin g the terminally ill
at Greystone State Hospital
and t heir fam ilies w ill j oin Maney
teams with Jose Qu iles, cou nseling psychologist at KCNJ, and Sr.
M arie Bride, R.N., a psychiatric
Mary Alice Beck, campus
nurse clini• an at Rahway Hospital for the November 3
minister. Quiles has completed
his course requirements towa rd
segment of the discussion.
Grosso and Bride, the latter · a
a doctoral degree ~t Rutgers
University; he has participated in
graduate student here at- Kean,

courses and workshops on death
and dying at City University of
New York. Sr. ·Beck holds her
masters degree in theology and
prior to arriving at Kean, taught a
course in thanotology.
The Woman Talk .presentations will seek to encourage an
awareness o f the states o f dying,
the _death and its acceptablity.
The series will aid its audience to
r ecognize
and
discrim inate
betwee n thei r positive and
negative attitudes on the subject.
The presentations also suggest
the quest ion ,
"Does an
awareness of and appreciation of
death encourage us to ap,preciate life, a life fully lived?"
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PUBLIC
QUESTIONS

PUBLIC QUESTIONS TO BE VOTED UPON

In a previous issue , we gave you our opinion of the "greater of
two lessers" choice of candidates for the upcoming president-ial
election. What will -also appear on the Nov. 2nd ballot are
several questions concerning the State of New Jersey , and its'
residents. Questions that will all have some effect on us in one
way or another. Some more than others. Naturally when we go
to -the voting booths next Monday, we will be ~xpected to vote
" yes" or "no"; that is why they are there. Even though the
presidential side of the election has taken all of the limelight, we
still have time to look at these questions and give them careful
consideration before pulling th·e lever down, and as students,
we should also keep in mind which of the men running for more
local office in our perspective districts, that have had an eye on
higher education.
The questions that are being asked, deal with us as students
indirectly, but we are residents also. Question I presents a

constitutional amendment for allowing casinos in Atlantic City
for the benefit of Disabled Residents and Senior Citizens of the
State. We can see no reason for establishing a new form ot
revenue that could be as profitable as Connecticut's lucrative
gambling operation is working out. Then again it always seems
to be fought off by more of a moral standpoint than an
economic one.
It 1s interesting to note the particular interest payed to the
senior citizens and disabled residents in the first and second
'
questions. These two groups of special interest, wili reap the
benefits of these two money-making schemes.
Question No. IV, The Clean Waters Bond Iss ue. one that
would approve the sale of $120,000,000 to develop ways and
means to keep up with ever increasing blight of water pollution.
We all have witnessed a ·summer of unused beaches in \Orn e
area·s because of the quality of the ocean, due to the long years
of dumping raw sewerage off of the coast, and should gi~ e the
idea of pollution a second thought, "it could be as bad a\ th ey
say."
· In the past few years, we have been witnes ses t o th e ev c'r Increasin g interest in prison s an d mental institution re torn1. In
Question V , we are asked to vofefortheauthorization ol bond"
being distributed in the amount o f $80 mil°lion to r the
renovation and improvement of correct ional facilit ie\ . qJt e
schoo ls for the mentally retarded and hospital s for th e m ent all y•
ill. A bond issue of this sort really needs nothing in th e w av ol
justification. The justification should come if it was not pa ssed.
As far as the issues concerning income tax revenues to be
used for the offset or reduction of property taxes (Question VI).
it would suffice to -say, that we thought that this was one ol the
intentions, of the income tax , anyway . We could only
recommended that you vote yes for Question VI I if you are a
boardwalk game fiend, and you would like to win something a
little more prestigious than a s.tretched out 7-Up bottle or an
imitation plastic back scratcher.

YES
7

□
NO

□

Having lived 21 years near Newark Airport, within yards of both
a firehouse and a hospital , I thought I had learned what noise · . I
was mistaken. One really learns what noise is at college.
After spending a night at a Kean- College Dormitory I will no
longer refer to sirens or jet engines as noisemakers. In comparison
to the continuous " musica l blend " of Kool and the Gang, Elton
John, Eddie Palmeri , Bruce Springstein and Barry White
simu ltaneously blasting from five surrounding stereos, a jet plant
is tolerable. A t least it lands and shuts up. At Kean, they " party
hearty," and the " music never stops."
·
I suppose there is one consultation . A clever dorm resident
shou Id find no need to purchase a stereo or records. The odds are
good that one of his neighbors already has his favorite sou nds and
will transmit' them through the walls . Free of charge. Probabl y
about 1 :25 a.m.
Chris Macey
P.S.
As a matter of fact, as I write this it is 1 :25 a.m., and Mr.
Springstein is coming in loud and clear, free of charge , and of all
places from the RA's apartment I will now cor plain to him for the
second time this eve ling.

".Pitch In" Pitch
To Whom It May Concern:
If it is unknown to ~nyone (and it must be or else I would not have
written this), October is Anti-Litter Month. In many classrooms
throughout the school , there is a notice (on pink paper) to remind
people of what October represents. Yet , I have seen more garbage
thrown all over the place and it re~lly disgusts me! I know there are
plenty of litter cans that were put up around campus , even though I
have seem some of them torn down and laying on the grouhd for
weeks until they are finally removed . I remember last semester when
there was " EARTH DAY" and everyone helped out in one way or
another, either picking up litter or planting flowers to beautify our
school. But, did it have to stop after that day? How weak are some of
you that you can 't hold on to a little piece of litter until you find a garbage can? Believe me, it really doesn 't take that much time to throw
away a soda can or a candy wrapper in a proper place and not on the
ground! Please think twice next time before littering and dirtying up
YOUR schooll
Sincerely ,
Amy Weinstein

indepen~nt
The opinions expressed in sig ned columns of this newspaper do
not necessarily reflect the op inions of the editors. Nor is anything
printed in this paper, unless directly noted as such, to be taken as official policy or opinion of the college .
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OP-Eb
Jumping Off The Bandwagon
''S·w inging at Birches''
Tb the Editor:
Within the woods to the south of the campus center , I hav~ noticed
what seems to be a concerted effort to defoliate a grove of birch and
maple saplings. No less than seven trees have been hewn down by
what appears to be an axe stroke , four trees have been burnt to the
point of being blackened stumps and several more subjected to
single , casual slashes. This vandalism is, of course, not easily repaired
and even less easily halted. However, it does serv~ to focus attention
on the paid vandalism of the grounds crew here on campus. For every
tref they plant , they pull up one ; for every patch of grass they sow,
one other is scalped and left to erode. There are sections along the
brook , and this is what I'm suggesting , that could be left unmown and
allowed to thrive. Token wildness is as needed as the pervasive control already practiced . If vandali sm is uncontroliable at least responsible men can counteract it by means other than regulated control of all natural growth. Id like to see wild flowers.
James Webber

One Nation Under Two
Dear Editor and Readers.
Although I commend both Gov. Byrne and the Independent tor
tryi ng to increase voter registration in the state . I believe your efforts
were akin to leading a thirsty horse to two pails , one containing
gasoline, and one full of sand .
Your oversight lies in the idea that the people have a free choice,
and that the candidates have a fair chance.
In your coverage of Mr. Byrne's visit to Kean College, I noticed no
mention of his statements justifying non-democratic procedure, i .e.,
the denial of a legitimate candidate 's rights to coverage by the media
because of the Governor's personal feelings toward that candidate.
In reaction to this, I state that it is the responsibility of every elected
official in this country to assure fair and free elections both by the
powers of the official's elected office and with non-partasin verbal
support. If Mr. Byrne can discount the 10% of the American People
who support candidate Eugene McCarthy for President, then he may
also discount rhe other 90%.
Two candidates do not constitute a free choice. Also, when the two
most powerful candidates in the country i~nore a stron~ challenge
from a third, fourth or fifth party , we mu t suspect that they are guilty
of a form of election rigging used in communist countries.
Remember, in Russia they have free elections. But there is only one
candidate. Here, the people are told there are only two. And the
papers print it.
George Dvorsky

For the first time in our 200 year history, a man not chosen by the electorate holds the highest political office in our country today. And it seems
ironic that under such conditions it is·very possible for the election of 1976
to draw one of the lowest turnouts of registered voters.
One reason given for such a low interest in the election is that neither
candidate is identifiable to the public. But even if this is true, the fact
remains that either Gerald Ford or Jimmy Carter will be President of the
United States. This criteria alone should be a stimulant for voting. The .
American public should realize that whether both candidates are bad,
mediocre or good is really not relevant. We must choose the candidate
who is "better" than the other, who comes closest to what our ideas and
expectations are. We must face up to the fact that one of these me·n will
hold the political office of the President of the United States.
At the outset of his campaign Carter had a commanding lead. But that
lead had dwindled to almost nothing. In a presidential year when the
Democrats should have had no trouble getting into the White House, they
find themselves.. in the midst of a battle. In light of Watergate, unemployment, and the condition of the economy, people have turned away
from Carter in favor of Ford.
Carter has attempted to be everything to everyone. Instead of trying to
satisfy a simple majority, he has looked to satisfy all groups - and has failed.
He has little understanding of the art of foreign policy. Secretary of State
Henry Kissinger said that Carter, if elected would surely reconsider his
"dangerous" statement that he would not go to war in Yugoslavia even if
the Soviet Union sent in troops.. Carter's inexperience in Washington
politics will only hinder his effectiveness as President.
President Ford, on the other hand, has 25 years of experience behind
him. And these are times when our nation needs a leader with that experience. When Ford took office, he entered with more economic
troubles than any other President besides Franklin D. Roosevelt. But at this
critical point, Ford has made the right decisions. He has been consistent
and has avoided the natural and dangerous mistake of overstimulating the
economy, a mistake that a freshman like Carter could bring about.
President Ford has succeeded in getting us out of recession and into
moderate growth.
The United States is at peace with the world. Its alliances are in good
order. The White House has been cleansed of all scandel, and there is a
new, honest took in Washington. President Ford is not the people's choice.
He has not experienced a "re-birth" as did his opponent. But he is doing
his job, and for that has won the admiration and respect of the American
people. When the choice is between Jimmy Carter or Gerald Ford. it is obvious that Gerald Ford is the better of the two.

The OP-Ed is ii vehicle for anyone in the campus community to express an opinion that would be

intnesting, entemining or otherwise valuable. All articles should be limited to 600 words and sub-

mitted by 3:00 p.m. frid.ty.

/

There will be a meeting of the whole
staff of the Independent on Thursday,
Oct. 28 in the Indy Office CC119 at
3:00 (College Hour). All are invited to
attend .

Volunteers Needed

.

FREE
·LEGAL SERVICES
Counseling By A Practicing Attorney
Every Thul'9day frC:>m 1:00 P.M. to 5:00 P.M.

Bristol-Myers Products, one of the nations leading manufacturers of propriataries and
cosmetics needs volunteers for its Analgesic Evaluation Panel. This panel frequently tests
new and improved versions of analgesic products.
Individuals who have no history of drug sensitivity (especially aspirin and saliczlates) are
encouraged to participate. Each p;uticipant will be required for approximately 1½-2
hours pei: sitting once a week for 2,3 or 4 week panels.
Volunteers will be renumerated at $5.00 per blood sample and, depending upon
number of samples needed, will earn between $40 and $100 per study.
Interested parties shoµld contact Mrs. L. Paglis, Bristol-Myers Products Research and
Development, 1350 Liberty Avenue, Hillside, New Jersey. Phone 923-5000 MondayFriday, 9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
Applicants must be 18 years of age. Underway Now.

STUDENT ORGANIZATION OFFICII COLLEGE Cl!NTIII BLDG
KHII College of New .,.,_,
PRO■LIIII?

Landlord-tenant
Divorce
Traffic vloiationa
Contracts
Criminal

Consumer
Government Benefits
lnauranoe
Employment
"You Name It"

Call . . . . Jot' lnfonftallOII

'

I
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by Robert Kern
Let's see. Ten ounces poisoned
entrails, one . toad , pinch if
filleted fenny snake. Excuse me a
moment I'm preparing my
Halloween specialty. Where was
I? Oh yes, half a newt's eye, one
frog toe, bat fur, teaspoon of log
bark, dog's tongue. What's that
you say? Doesn 't sound too
you about appliance salesmen.
appetizing? Well, one man's
They know how to have a good
time. Last one I went to there was · meat, et cetera. The ghoulish
a nudist magazine in every desk. friends I have considered this a
prime delicacy and look
drawer instead of a Gideon
forward to it with bated breath.
Bible. Those guys are really wild .
But to help your party along
W: That must have been some
(assuming you do hold parties) I
convention . Getting back to
make this humble offering: FonCarter-Ford: What about the
due.
debates?
Such a large collective
F: they should be ok. Maybe
they won't be so boring.
W: Mr. Furst, the debates are
over. They already had them. All
three.
F: I must o f missed them .
W: That would have required
some effort. There was a good
deal of attention focused on
them .
F: Okay, I'm kidding. I saw
them. Boring , Besides, they
weren 't del;>ates. They were
paralleled press conferences.
by Frank Bolger
W: Then you don ' t think
" I think everyone should vote
anybody won or lost?
for President Ford because he 's
F: Oh , yeah. Ford and Carter
the President and he wouldn 't
won. McCarthy and Maddox
tell us to vote for somebody who
lost. It was just free air time for
wasn't any good." I have actually
two candidates. Only two. All the
heard that logic used by an
others lost.
anguished voter in trying to
W: That's a very interesting
determine how to cast their for(Continued on page 7) ·tunes this November.
Another line of argument
piped by Ford idolators goes like
this; " I think he 's an honest
man ." This is seriously set forth
by neo-Diogeneans as an ob-

by Buz Whelan
, During the course of the last
six weeks we have interviewed
five presidential candidates and
one former cabinet member.
Our reader has been informed,
amused
and
occasionally
nauseated by their ramblings.
Now it's time for revenge.
Realizing that the candidates
seldom fail to read this column,
we decided to interview a citizen
who has been subjected to the
ceaseless bombast that began
last January, at least. So now it's
our citizen 1s turn to foist his own
comments on the bombastards
or whatever you call those kind .
Wizard: We're talking to Hugo
Furst , an appliance salesman
from Comfort Station , Del. Mr.
Furst, what do you think of the
. campaign , so far?
Furst: Boring: Really Boring.
Especially the conventions. Boy,
were they ever boring.
W: What did you expect, Mr.
Furst?
F: You ever been to a convention of appliance salesmen?
W: No. Never.
F: If you t'ii!d , you 'd know what
a· good convention.is. Let me tell

vious and compelling motivation
to "Go Republican," this elec-

Campus women will be
interested in these items which
came to our attention this week
at the Campus Center for
Women:
• Gloria Murphy, assistant
prosecutor in Essex County and
founder of the SARA (Sex Assault
and Rape Analyses) Unit in
Newark will be guest speaker on
November 9 at the Summit
Women's Center at 8 p.m. The
Center is located at 165 Summit
Avenue; call 273-2383 for more
information.
• Both Douglass College and
Bloomingdale's offer programs
for " the enterprising woman ".
Douglass Advisory Services for
Women and the Rugers '
Women 's Center have designed
a program called "Th-e Enterprising Womal), How to Start
Your Own Business" on Saturday, October 30 , from 9:30 to 3 at
Douglass's Hickman Hall. Registration fee is $3.50 (there is an optional box lunch at $3.00). The
Campus Center for Women here
at Kean has additional information .
Bloomingdale ' s
presents authors Claudia Jessup ·
and Genie Chipps, discussing
"The Wom.in's Guide to St.irting
a Business" at 9:30 a.m. on
November 9 (no fee).
• Drop in to the International
Gift Sale on November-2, 3, and·4
at the Presbyterian Church in
Westfield.
• Th~ Working Worn.in, a service magazine for America 's
working woman , will _soon be
available. Edited for the woman
who sustains the tasks of

#

homemaking and a full -or parttime career, the magazine avoids
a hard-sell feminist approach;
rather it offers advice and
suggestion on how the working
homemaker can enjoy the best
of both her worlds.
WOMEN, Heard 'round the
world :
• Betty Williams and Mairead
Corrigan, a housewife and
secretary , respectively, who
organized and lead the Irish
Women 's Place Movement, a
bourgeoning
movement
pledged to end the bloodshed in
Northern Ireland. Simple but articulate spokeswomen, Williams
and Corrigan are currently visiting in the States to encourage
support for their work and , incidentally, to discourage those
who send money and arms to the
Irish terrorist groups) .
0 The Saudi Arabian Princess,
Rima , niece of Saudi',s King
Kahalid , who wants so
desperately " to be an educated
woman " . The Arabian social
code places strict limits on
women, often they remain
veiled and closeted throughout
their lives. The Princess wants
more, and it will be provided.
The University of Houston has
contracted to educate this
woman in her own quarters. Expensive! but her demand to be
allowed to learn •is sure to make a
difference in the education of
SaudiArabianwomen.lnaworld
with a scarcity of fairy tales, The
Princess Who Wanted To Be
Educated is a pleasing story.

r------------------------------,

I
I
I
I
I
I
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Next week, please include the following item in the WOMAN SPACE I
section of The Independent:
I
Item or event _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I
Place, date and time _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I
Source _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I
Your name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I
Please return all suggestions to: The Campus Center for Women, Rml

~~~~~~~~~ng.
1

.

--
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When you have planned such
a party with these perfect people
the fondue is almost mandatory.
It is informal and , if the rules of
eating followed, downright fun .
For ten you need: 15 oz.
emmentaler cheese, 15 oz.>
gruyere cheese, 1 large garlic
clove, 6 glasses (24 fl. oz.) dry
white wine, 3 tsp. lemon juice, 1
tablespoon potato flour , 1½ liqueur glasses of kirsh, pepper
and nutmeg.
Prepare: Cut cheese into ½
inch cubes. Peel garlic cloves.
Measure wine. Warm wine and
lemon juice.
Assembly : Rub around the inside of the fondue pot with
garlic. (Now you know why they
. have to be good friends. In
reality the garlic is hardly
noticeable.) Pour in the wine,
add lemon juice. Add the cheese
gradually, stirring all the time.
Make sure the cheese is at least
half melted before adding any
more .
Bring to the boil , then add the
kirsh mixed to a smooth paste
with potato flour. Continue to
cook for a short time, stirring the
· fondue all the time in the form of
unsound his words were as a
a figure " 8" with a whisk .
matter of Public Relations, they
Stand the fondue on the spirit
were unquestionably true. The
stove which can be regulated so
sun has set upon the British Emthat it continues to simmer. The
pire, all that is left them is to
creamy cheese mixture is eaten
moon over lost greatness. The
by spearing a piece of French
only reason they are tolerated
bread on a long fork , stirring
world wide, and accepted
around several times .
universally as a global giant is
Serve straight from the fondue
that they are so damnably
pot. A light dry Rhine reisling or
superior at appearing superior.
the classical Swiss Neuchatel.
So unspeakably fine at the affai rs
Stir the mixture occasionally to
of state , the pomp and
keep cheese from settling. You
ceremony , the plumed hats and
may have to raise or lower the
crinkled scrolls. They are the
heat depending on the state of
only nation that can maintain
the mixture.
qignity in absurd costumes with
l;iere's the fun part: If you lose
feathers.
a p iece o f bread in the mixture,
Mr. Ford 's hesitation in the
you either kiss all members of
matter of Earl Butz is similarly
the opposite sex or buy the next
unexciting. Mr. Butz merely
round of drinks.
repeated a tasteless joke, he
Try to get an official foundue
didn 't invent it. (Even such inpot but if you can 't you may get
fantile devices as this appear
away with a regular saucepan. If
beyond him.) While he unwisely
you have any difficulties give me
offended
a
considerable
a call. I'm wonderful at parties ,
segment of the electorate , what
intimate or otherwise.
he said was neither illegal, imPros it!
" WHAT! " my ears are still
ringing.
You mean to say that you 've
never tried a fondue? Maybe
you 've never had the opportunity. The foundue is not
meant for a large party. A small
group of about five couples plus
yourself and a date are perfect.
Make sure that it is a good group.
My rule for a good party is to
make sure that the participants
can say any damn-fool thing they
want without fear of anyone else
blowing up. No discussion
should -expand into an
argument, and no subject should
be so sacred that any
disagreement can not be
forgotten immediately.

tion year. By this standard Frank
Perdue qualifies eminently .
A third reason for supporting
the Ford-Dole ticket this fall , and
one by far most commonly encountered , rests squarely upon
the ho-hum conventional clucking that, " Well, we know what
we have, but we never know
what we' re getting. " This is, by
leaps and bounds, the zaniest of
political notions I have stumbled
(Continued on pa{Je 7)
upon. In fact, one suspects it was
said in jest during an after dinner
speech of Fire Commissioners
liberated by alcohol. That it survived only through incessant and
deadly serious repetition by
lesser morons.
Dissect this miracle of logic.
" We know what we have," it
by Father Richard Garcia
begins. Roll that aro·und in you :
WOULDN'T THAT
mouth for a while , like one of
BE SOMETHING!
Mr. Kern 's fine wines. High •
William Hulme wrote in his
unemployment?
Inflation?
book I hate to bother you But:
Racial
Polarization? Big
" I hate to say this but
Government? Corruption? Had
sometimes I get to wondering if
enough?
Nol How about,
there is a God - and it scares me!
" America 's Steadily Lessening
Maybe I think too muchPosition As A World Power. " This
I don 't know", he said .
is what we have, and have had for
" How do you mean? " I askedtwo years under President Ford.
" Oh, if I would just quit thinking
Swall~w! Sort of vinegary?
about these things" .
Now, we shall poke around
"Have you tried to quit thinking
the other half of this axiom. " ..
about these things? ", I asked.
.but we never know what we're
" Yes, I guess I have," he said.
getting," it churns to a conI HAVE A
clusion. Take a whiff Qf its
PROPOSITION
fragrant bouquet. Sip. What are
FOR YOU .
'!Ve getting? Different ideas (but Just Suppose that there is a God
not necessarily new or good • and He knows you
ones?) A Born-Again Peanut Far• and He· knows everything you
ming Good 'ol Playboy President are
(satirists rejoice!) A Farewell to • and He knows everything you
Dr. Kissinger? Welcome Back
do
Schlesinger? Swish it about.
• and He can call you by name
Nothing to alarm the French, but • and He loves you
a respectable vintage.
. Just Suppose He sent His only
Why, specifically, do I oppose Son into "our" world
President Fordl I partake of none •and He told us that we can have
t>f the more fashionable objec- • eternal life
tions. That General Brown may • and He died for our sins
have said that the British Armed • and He rose from the dead
Forces are a pathetic lot leaves • and He loves you
me flat. However ill-advised his Just Suppose that this God told us
comments were, that is, however that

• we are His sons
• we· can call Him Father
Gregory Baum wrote:
" Believing that God is Father
changes the way we experience
life
We acquire a new awareness
of ourselves and
of our relationship to
... reality
To believe that God is Father
initiates me into a new
consciousness
of myself as son .
I have a destiny
I do not have to create
this destiny
This destiny makes me
someone
I rejoyce in myself
To believe that God
is Father
means to believe
that we are brothers and
that salvation
is at ~ork in our history
God revealing himself as
Father discloses
a new self awareness
I am son
A new experience of the world
'We are a family' "
Now if all of that is true
wouldn't that
really be something.
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Wizard World
(Continued from page 6)
observation.
F: I read it in TV Guide. They
got a lot of good stuff in there.
Besides what's· on and stuff like
that.

n
by the lndy, -staff
T-he eyes should get particalarly bleary this Hallowe'en
week. There are quite a few good
films on , including some on
channel 13 whose titles sounded
familiar, but whose plots es- ,
caped our collective -memory.
Ah , well. ..
thursday
11 :00 (13) Jules and Jim (1963)
Francois Truffaut's famous
_treatment of the simple theme of
two men who are good friends in
love with the same woman . The
handling of this theme is the true
measure of Truffaut's talent. (1
hr. 45 min .)
Saturday
11 :00 (13) Flash Gordon's Trip to
Mars (1930)
After weeks of presenting
Flash Gordon in serial form , losing continuity week after week,
13 is finally showing an entire
Gordon serial. It's long, but
worth watching simply for the
experience. (4 hrs. 30 min.)
1:00 (11) Dangerous (1935)
An excellent film about a
down-and-out actress. Bette
Davis won an Oscar for her role.
(90 min .)
1 :45 (7) Bedazzled ·11967)
Uneven but often hilarious
spoof of the Faust legend , updated to the nineteen-sixties.
Stars Peter Cook and Dudley
Moore excel at both comic
delivery and sight gags , and Raquel Welch is featured in a
cameo role as guess which one of
the seven deadly sins. Definitely
the flick to watch if you ' re in rhe
mood for something wacky . (1
hr. 45 min.)
Sunday
11 :00 (9) Man of a Thousand
Faces (1957)
The screen biography of silent
film star Lon Chaney, Sr . James
Cagney plays one of his finest
roles as the embittered. yet
,. talented, actor. The feeling of
the silent films is expertly recaptured. (2 hrs.)

WE'RE

KICKING
THE CAN

, ._, ~

1 :20 (2) House of Wax (1953)
SEE' THE HALLOWE'EN 'PAGE
(PAGE ELEVEN)
,.
Monday
l,,
12 :00 (9) Laura (1944)
Top-notch drama about the
murder of a beautiful career girl,
the array of high society
suspects, and the investigating
detective who falls in love with
Laura ' s portrait .
Otto
Preminger's directing is superb,
and the cast, featuring Gene
Tierney, Dana Andrews , Clifton
Webb, Vincent Price, and Judith
Anderson , is excellent. Much .of
the crisp, clever dialogue has
been cut in this ninety minute
version (a criminal offense to
movie-lovers, and especially so
in this case), but it's still a don'tmiss.
Tuesday
2:00 (2) A Day at the Races (1937)
A good Marx Brothers film,
but not one of the best. Concurrent with the musical love
interest is a plot to save a failing
sanitarium by betting on a horse
race. Made after thie highly
successful Night at the Opera,
this film has a formula flavor to it,
but still manages to produce two
memorable scenes: a haphazard
medical examination
of
Margaret Dumont, and Chico's
attempt to sell race tips from an
ice cream wagon . (2 hrs.)
2:30 (7) War Hunt (1962)
A fine story of war 'and heroes
set in Korea. A fine performance
is turned in by John Saxon. (1 hr.
40 min .)
Wednesday
11 :00 (13) Caesar and Cleopatra
(1945)

George Bernard Shaw's version of the famous love story.
Although the film is dated, there
are finer performances by
Claude Rains, Vivien Leigh, and
Stewart Grainger. (1 hr. 50 min.)
By the way, we caught this
question on Channel Five's
station i.d.: ''Is there life after
12:30 A.M.?"

W: Not to mention Reader's
Digest;
F: 'That's almost a~ good.
W:·What did you think of the
Carter interview in Playboyl
F: ' ',
lt ~was o k, I guess. I didn 't
read the whole thing. Just the
part abo1.1_t lust i11 ,his heart. Hey,
that rhymes. Did you see the
centerfold? Wow.
W: Quite attractive. Well,
what about the lust part? You
must have had some reaction .
F: Sure. Boring. Carter has a
boring heart. So he's tommitted
adultery. Not much of a big deal
for a fantasy. I bet Nixon had
much better ones. Whips and
chains and rubber underwear.
No~ there was an uptight dude.
But never boring. Even I have
more than adultery. At least a little group stuff.

by Frank Bolger
Mark Twain,whenaskedupon
the occasion of his seventieth
birthday how he had managed to
elude heaven for so long said,
" By sticking strictly to a way of
life that would kill any other
man. " For this reason, let me establish at the outset that
methods, feelings, observations
and other rambling notions embalmed herein are the creature
of my own peculiar vantage
point and are offered only as
illustrations of my particular
situation. Nonetheless, distill
from this, with my blessings, any
imagined . wisdom
or
enlightened thought which you
find utile.
For a similar reason, I do not
intend to turn this series over to
the presenting of myriad "Quick-Loss" quack diets. Forget
that you have invested in
"miracle cures," pamphlets, and
sundry crackpot weight reducing literature. As far as I'm
concerned pile it by the
fireplace, it's going to be a bitter
winter. Apart from the fact that
such diets offer little except a
cruel and unreasqning hope,
that few tace their roots to any
sound understanding of the
human mechanism, specifically
metabolization, and that the majority
of these
half-baked
schemes are plainly ineffectual,
in fact, could cause great harm,
there is a further consideration.

whose abrupt almost stammering way of playing his instrument
gave it a new meaning. Hilton
Ruiz on piano, whose fingers
moved a lot faster, than the eyes
of most, did not cheat the ears of
an unforgettable ride. Joe Jones
Jr. on drums and on bass completed and sealed the ensemble
in a tight comradeire of weaving ,
interlacing, but always together
melodies. Brought out by Kirk
were two young performers

F: On , that I' m not sure. Which
one says he' ll lower taxes?
W: Both Carter and Ford say
they' ll do that.
F: How do they stand on abortion?
W: Both are personally opposed to it.
_F: What about the economy?
W: Both promise to stop inflation and reduce unemployment.
F: What about aid to Israel?
W: Both favor continued support of Israel.
F: If they' re for all the same
things, how am I supposed to
know who to vote for?
W: That's up to you.
F: This is all so confusing. I
might as well vote for the guy
with the cleanest fingernails. Or
the nicest smile.
W: You won 't be the first.

The Black Flag
(Continued from page 6)
moral, or even uncommon. Dirty
jokes have fetched the snickers

The Weigh of All Flesh

Rahsaan ''Rollin~
Bright Moments! A more than
adequate description of Kean
College jazz program's presentation of Rashaan Roland Kirk
and his band last Tuesday night
in the Nancy Wilkins Theater for
the Performing Arts. The very
presence of Kirk in the TPA and
his unrelating rants about the
sound system not giving him
equal time with the "jive" rock
and roll groups, was something
new and plea sent to any KC jazz
entusiasts who were used to the
Little Theater's rather meagher
auditorium. Bright Moments,
the song Kirk used to wa rcn up to
his audience soon became the
theme of the evening. With
more amplification and better
lighting the TPA did justice to a
man who, as this member of the
audience felt his tribute to Lester
Young was just as well deserved
by himself. " He tore his soul
from a tenor saxophone."
Playing along with Rashaan,
was by no stretch of the
imagination, one of the finest
jazz ensembles playing today.
Backing up the brass of Rashaan
was Steve Turre on trombone,

W: What did you think about
Ford ' s remark on Eastern
Europe?
F: I think he explained it ok.
He said that he didn 't know what
what he meant,' and even if he
did, he didn't mean to say it. I
believe him.
W: That' s straight forward
enough . What about Butz's
remarks?
F: I thought he was really talking about me. He named the
things I like.
W: Have you made up your
mind how you ' ll vote yet?
F: Oh , sure. Same way I always
do.
W: How's that?
,
F: I' ll just go into the booth ,
close the curtains and pull down
the little levers.
W: No, who are you going to
vote for?

It is a psychological one. Such
diets are ready crutches. It is
relatively easy to attempt, halfheartedly, to follow the nutritional and recreative program
of Otis T. Krumnagel M.D. and
then report a week later on its
ineffectiveness. Indeed, there is
even a certain glee attached to
"exposing" the good doctor as a
fraud, and his "revolutionary
methods" as a hoax. Strike a fire
under the vat of tar! Empty the
eiderdowns! Above all, it is his
failure, not yours. But this
psychological ploy won't wash,
fatties, not with one who knows.
And now (bowing from the
waist) a syllogism. The best diet is

the simplest one. It should fit like
a glove. The simplest diet is the
one which yields the maximum
loss with minimum effort. It is axiomatic. Now peruse the field of
diet research, and you will not
uncover a single regimen that
does not require the dieter to
adhere to a prescribed formula.
Therefore, we arrive at the
following. The best diet is one
which reduces the affair to its
lowest common denominator
(one, yourself) and also entails a
certain fidelity (will).
It would seem I hold nothing
but disdain for diet programs
and their inventors. This is not
precisely so, although the name
of one such is invariably pursued
by a posse of uncommonly

(Continued on page 10)

Kirk .
whose vocal abilities were often
at odds but never clashing with
Rashaans own seemingly out-of-key renditions.
If one were to look at the more
intimate side of Rashaans Roland
Kirk and his band, he would find
out that age and physical handicaps never interfere with the
creative process that eminate
from this tightly knit group of in-

(Continued on page 10)

Ph o ro b y Ke irh Kimberlin

of almost every man at one time
or another. Further, if Butz was a
poor Secretary of Agriculture, he
was no worse a one after he told
the joke than he was before,
when no one was clamoring for
his ouster.
Far more disturbing, with
regard to Mr. Ford , are his pardon of Nixon, the revelations of
John Dean in his Watergate
book, Blind Ambition , concerning the role of President Ford in
limiting the early investigations
of the Watergate Scandal, and
the sneaking suspicion that Mr.
Ford, echoing Lyndon Johnson,
" .. .played too much football
without a helmet. " That he is
trainable for simple tasks, but
nothing too advanced.
Despite the narrative of Dean,
a gut reaction is that Ford was not
willfully involved in any criminal
activity, but simply duped. Very
simply duped. "Tm,~ i.,
problem. Mr. Ford was

an

emergency President, but the
emergency is over, and it is
readily apparent that he should
not continue in his present
position of power for four years.
Imagine him masterminding intricate nuclear diplomacy with
the Russians. Shudders .
As it is, Kissinger runs our
foreign policy , while the
economy runs rampant. Mr.
Ford, we are painfully aware, is a
push-button president, lacking
utterly any sort of imagination or
humor. A good and decent dolt,
yes, a dolt nonetheless.
But what of Jimmy Carter? He
claims to be an " enlightened
Baptist," as paradoxical as the
peculiar
brand of militant
" pacifism " so popular among
college students of the Sixties.
Carter has ideas, but they are
chiefly disturbing ones . Increased
spending ,
Bigger
Government, and an alarming
inclination, as betrayed by his
p),ilosophy, for evangelical sourjourns of militarism . Notwithstanding, my Black Flag staff of
investigators and editorial consultants , by a vote of 1-0-0, supports Mr. Carter, for he is plainly
the more ridiculous.
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(Above and Upper Left) The practicing continues for " Carousel" : The learning of the dialogue and dancing, the
memorization of songs, all under the direction of Dr. Teran.
Photo by Sung "Joe " Kang

He's Bluesin' •• •
George Be nson, Jazz
guitarist
extraordinaire,
graced the TPA last Friday
night with a performance

that can only be described
as sensational. A big reason for the concert's success was that the performers enjoyed themselves
as much as the audience.

Photo b y Mike Ditri
Photo b y Dave Rosen

Laid Back...

Photo by Dave Rosen

Classical guitarist Julian Brea m signs an a utograph after his show last
week .

...He's Benson!

Ph oto b y M ike Dit ri
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Rahsaan Sounds O.ff...

Photo by Mike Ditri

...But Don't Blame Him
Photo by Mike Ditri

The Rahsaan Roland Kirk Band was at the TPA on the 22nd (some
week, ehl). He and his men played well, but unfortunately, technical
problems made Mr. Kirk less than satisfied when the concert was
o ver.
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Lutenist Julian Bream Enthralls TPA
by C. T. Proudfoot
A sudden , unprecedented
hush fell over the crowd at the
TPA as Julian Bream, seated on a
piano stool , finished tuning his
lute. He gave a short recitation
on the history of the instrument
and the music it made popular.
Lute music was the "pop sound "
of the 16th century. All over,
Europe and the British Isles, the
lutenist was the most important
figure in the Renaissance musical
world . Kings and Emperors tried
to get the best musicians for their
courts, and this patrongage
made possible the writing of
many great lute masterpieces. As
Mr. Bream began to play, I could
imagine myself relaxing in the
court of some Renaissance
prince .
Most lute . music was written
for the dance, lords and ladies
strutting to that age' s version of
the cakewalk , listening to "Adrian le Roy and his Band of
Renown ." M. le Roy was one of
the foremost lute virtuosi of his
time (1560's), and Mr. Bream
opened the program with Ad-

acclaimed talent. He opened
with two Bach preludes, playing
with amazing clarity and power.
Mr. Bream 's precise interpretation of " The Master of the
Art of the Fugue " carried to the
far reaches of the auditorium , his
single instrument seeming to fill
the air with the range of an entire
orchestra.
Following two p'ieces by 18th
century masters, Fernando Sor
and Mauro Giuliani, Mr. Bream
turned to some contemporary
composers. He performed Three
lentos by Hans Werner Henze
and Augustin Barrios ' La Catedral. The audience gave Mr.
Bream a standing ovati on and he
returned to the stage for a brief,
but fully appreciated encore. It
was quite a coup for Kean
College to have this program on
campus, especially since it was
one of Mr. Bream's few East
Coast appe.;irances. Credit
should be given to Student
Organization and the Music
Department for providing this
opportunity to the college com munity.

!

Ph o to by Mike Ditri

rian 's big hit, Branles de
Bourgonne. He followed this
with five pieces from El Maestro
by an earlier (1535) Spanish
lutenist, Luys Milan . Bream concluded the lute portion of the
concert with several dances and
situation pieces by John
Dowland, an English musician of

the early 17th century. I
especially liked Sir John Smith's
Almaine, a piece said to be a
special favorite of Elizabeth R.
After a short intermission, Mr.
Bream reappeared with his
guitar and proceeded to
demonstrate his internationally

Gallup Polled -for Independent
Awhile back famed polltaker
George Gallup Jr. appeared at
Kean College as part of the cont in u i ng Townsend Lecture
Series . The following is the
transcript of an interview conducted by a reporter of the
Independent.
Q: How exactly is a poll taken?
Gallup: Well, as long as one
basic principle is kept in mind ..
.allowing the law of probability
to operate , then you can be as.sured of a fair sample. What we
use is a random selection
procedure. There are 144,000,000
adults eighteen or older in the
United States today. And you
take every nth one and divide it
by fifteen hundred . . .therefore
you 're letting the random selection process operate.
Q: How are the questions to
be used selected? How specific
or general are they?
Gallup: Well the public itself
usually selects the areas in which
we frame questions. The areas of
concern , I mean , there
concerned about the economy
right now, so of course, many of
their questions would be in that
area. Many of our questions are
what we call "trend" questions,
we repeat the wording so that we
can measure change over a
period of time. Some of these
trends go back forty years actually. Then, we have really two
kinds of questions, one could be
called a referendum type of
question , yes, no, favor , oppose
type questions. But we use this
only on questions upon which
opinions have crystallized. The
other type of question polls on
such complex issues, and we actually approach people with a
series of questions.
Q: Did you ever receive a
totally unexpected response to a
question you asked?
Gallup: Well , I was surprised at
the tremendously hirh proportion of people who say they have
seen a UFO. I always liked the
story of the guy who was certain
he'd seen a UFO because he saw

the letters UFO on the side of the
vehicle.
Q: Do you believe your polls
influence Presidential elections?
Gallup: Not in the sense of
creating what is called a
"bandwagon " movement , encouraging people to jump on the
winning side. Because if that
were the case then it would
appear when we show trends in a
test election , in a given Presidential year. The lead candidate
would pick up strength. If we
kept showing him leading, his
lead would keep gettinR bigger
and biRger and bigger, but that
never happens.
Q: Do you think polls such as
your own were contributory to
the downfall of the Nixon
Presidency?
Gallup: Well. not really . I think
that the public was reaching its
own conclusion on that pretty
much . But its very hard to say,
really. I mean , we felt that we
should poll on this, but we don 't
poll where there's a trial. But we
did poll on the question of
impeachment because we felt
that public was a very important
factor in the decision that
Congress had to make.
Q: But you do think, though ,
that you created · almost a
bandwagon effect in that
instance?
Gallup: Well. . .that's an
interesting point. Possibly so.
Yes , I think so , maybe , yeah . To
some degree I think that's
probably the case . Though the
public is very capable of judging
on the basis of the facts. But I
think they might, in that case,
look at the views of the others,
and it could even effect their
own opinion.
Q: How close is this
November's election , and right
now who has the lead? More importantly , who has the momentum?
Gallup: Well ,, Mr. Carter has
the lead now, by a fairly wide
margin still. Fifty to forty two per
cent in our poll. The momentum

The Craft Store desperately needs crafts
to be sold. If you want to sell anything
hand-crafted bring it in to the Craft Store,
which is located at Sloan Lounge in the
Student Center. If no one is there
someone in the CCB office will help you.
We will be happy to sell any of your work.
Leslie DePalma
Craft Store Chairman

Photo b y Sung "Joe" Kang

is currently with President Ford.
He has closed the gap from
thirty-three points to eighteen to
eight in the current one. If he
continues to overcome his
defection problem, defection
among his own party followers ,
then indeed we could have a
very close election .
Q: Are there any particul..ir
factors which helped him to
close the gap twenty-five points?
That would tend to indicate
something dramatic, wouldn ' t it?

Gallup: Well , what happened
is , first of all a convention will
help a nominee to a certain extent. Indeed it did with President
Ford. That cqntributed to closing
the gap. It wasn 't only a matter of
a few points. But there , what
happened too, was the defectors,' the Reaganites , started to
move back into the Ford camp.
President Ford won the Debate ,
and he has made inroads in the
South. He's won some of the
Independent " swing " vote into
his camp. These ,"e movements
that often happen as you get
closer to the end .
. Q: Is it the result of any one
particular issue, or just a general
moving back?
Gallup: I think the latter,
really. I think the convention and
the Debate and not any specific
issue. I really don' t think the
Playboy article hurt Carter, and I
don' t think Mr. Butz's statement
will hurt President Ford , in terms
of votes. That's the kind of thing
that doesn't have a great deal of
effect on votes.

Q: For one rea son or another.
the selection of Vice-Presidential
running mates was a major preconvention issue for both parties . What have the respective
impact's of Sen . 's Dole and Mondale been this far?
Gallup: The public , as we can
tell , are reacting to the top man
basically. They wouldn 't change
their view of the top man , in
almost all cases, because they
liked one Vice-President better
than another. They' re voting for
the man who will actually run the
country.
Q: 1948 was the Waterloo of
nearly every polltaker in the
country. What exactly went
wrong? What refinements were
instituted to prevent a
recurrence?
Gallup: Well the basic
problem wa s that we stopped
polling too soon , much too soon .
Also, when we stopped polling,
the support_for Henry Wallace
was at an all-time high , because it
was in the nature of a protest
vote . But at the end of the campaign , voters returned to their
normal voting patterns . So we
caught that third party vote at a
high point, and it was the
collapse of the Wallace · vote
which carried the victory for
Truman . So now we poll as dos~
as we can to the election.
Q: That concludes the interview, unless there's something
you 'd like to ask me?
My own prediction, expect
empty peanut shells on the white
house carpet come January.
Carter by six to eight points.

Weigh of
All Flesh·
(Continued from page 7)
bellicose adjectives. But truly the
difficulty lies not with the man ,
or his " solution " . The trouble is
that even should you stumble
upon.that need }fin the haystack,
a q1falified nu't? itional expert
schooled in the intricacies of the
me'tabolism, his· master plan ,
however sound; ' introduces a
welter of chaotic and unmanageable v·ariables.
But the exertion of will , the " I"
factor, rests upon the comparatively solid ground of your
owr determination . I am no
starry-eyed groupie to the power
of the mind, it has its limitations.
They are embarrassingly plentiful. Still, it is, I believe, your best
shot. There is an almost reflexive
rebelliousness to the advice of
another, a sort of wary opposition, irrational, but unquestionably present.
Just as peace imposed is nothing more than war suppressed
(the Middle East) and destined to
erupt
intermittently
and
sometimes vigorously, a diet
plan imposed (the more complex the diet the truer the
statement) is foredoomed to
repeated violations and ultimate
failure.
Say for instance that the
dieticians nutritional credo invokes the daily consumption of
eleven gallons of nonpasteurized moose milk. All well
and good for Sergeant Preston of
the Yukon; the test of us are lost.
In summary, I can best liken
my position to that of Father
Merrin in the movie The Exorcist.
It is you, your mind , your will,
your sublimely calculated confidence and defiant steadfastness
versus the demon from within.
"I am speaking to the fat person inside of Frank. leave\ The
power of Frank commands you!"
After this, I am embarrassed to
report my own lack of success : I
currently dent the scale at a bulging 182 pounds . Wish me luck , I
fight onl
Next week : " Tomorrow - The
Perfect Diet."

Rahsaan
(Continued from page 7)
dividuals. They are producing
music " without no jive plugs
hangin' out everywhere. " Even
the
introduction
gives
by
WRVR's Dean Webb, in the
machine'd voice of most
stereotype radio announcers
gave the concert an air of a " Jazz
Generation."
That night Rashaan Roland
Kirk entered into all of our ears,
in one way or another, and during the intermission he stayed on
stage to " rap" with the audience,
and we all (I presume) came out
with a new look into music.
Music that comes from the soul
of a man whose wl-)ole being is
music, despite ...
Bright Moments!
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Happy ··New Year!
In a few da ys, the old ,year will
come to a close , and a new year
shall be born. " What! " you cry ,
wheeling about to heck a calendar; " Is it December already? "
No, I speak of a calendar now _
followed by few ,, if any , a new
year celebration
mostly
forgotten, a holiday held for
different reasons under an assumed name. I speak of
Hallowe 'en .
The word "Hallowe'en" is a
contraction of " hallowed
evening," as, according to the
Roman Catholic Church, it is the
evening before the twin
feastdays of All Saints' and All
Souls'. The Church but dimly
remembers the day's original
function: the honoring of the
souls of the dead. But , in the days
before the Holy Roman Empire,
before Christ himself, this day
wa s a revered holiday in Celtic
Britain .
Those who inhabited ancient
Britain , the Celts , Gauls, and
Dru id s, were an agricultural
society. Everything was con~
sid ered in term s of the crop. It
was therefore naturaJ that the
last day of the harvest should
become the last day of their year.
And so it was. By the end of
Autumn , the earth had died. In
Winter, it rested for a rebirth in
Spring, "thence repeating the ✓
cycle through Summer.
At the end of the year , the
people would . gather to light
great bonfires on the holiday of
Samhein, named in honor of the
Druids' god of the dead . They
prayed to Samhein , who was
vi sualized as a gigantic Grim
Reaper , a harvester god for the
time of harvest, to forgive the
sins and spare the souls of those
:who had died during the past
year. This was an extremely important ritual to the Celtic
people, for they believed the

passage of sou Is either into their
heaven or back to earth in the
form of vermin . Prayers could
spare a beloved relative 's soul
from the touch of Samhein 's
scythe , which not only
transformed the sinner's soul
into the form of a beast but also
slew that beast in one, .smooth ,
extr~mely final motion.
As the decadent Roman Empire moved into Britain, these
rituals were incorporated with
human sacrifices to Roman
deities, such as Pomona, goddess
of the harvest, w11ose symbol was
the cornucopia now familiar at
Thanksgiving. Further changes
were undergone when the Empire converted to Catholicism . A
letter went out from Rome to the
missionaries in pagan Britain:
they were not to try outright
conversion of the Celts , but were
to supplant the ancient traditions
with more Christian ones . Thus
the bonfires, once lit to honor
and appease Samhein , were now
made to reP.el devils. Thus a festival for the 'dead was changed to
honor first the saints , a better
class of dead , and then the souls
of the populace in general. To
reinforce this new teaching , All
Saints' Day was moved from the
13th of May to the 1st of
November.
So is that Hallowe'en , with its
attendant symbols and
traditions, has come to us today.
In honor of the year , then, let us
raise our glasses of cider on high
and salute the eternal cycle. May
this year's harvest bring plenty!
Happy New Year.

The·· Public Image
of •Witches
Jack O'
Lanterns
If Hallowen'en has a universal
symbol, it is the Jack O'lantern.
The glowing, grinning pumpkin
head that children used to carry
at night as they begged treats ,
however, is not as innocent as it
seems. The tradition comes from
a wi-tches' practice of using
pumpkin lanterns to light their
way to their Hallowe'en
meetings. The weirdly carved
faces had the added effect of
appearing as goblin-like beings
to curious, but distant,
onlookers, thus scaring them
away .
There is a belief that the
pumpkin-candle combination is
meant to be as su'"' symbol , used
during ancient night rituals.
Another source suggests that the
pumpkin faces took the place of
lanterns made from human
skulls, since grave robbing is
generally frowned upon , and
pumpkins are so plentiful in October. ·
The name comes from a version of the Irish " Will-o '-theWisp" tale. Ghostly lights seen
over the peat bogs (act~ally
caused
by
phosphorescent
swamp gases) were thought to be
coming from a lantern held by
the lost soul of a youth named
- Jack.

The Eerie Eye
The holiday season prompted
this special addition to our latenight movie review column.
However, we have bentthe rules
and included daytime programming, as most of Hallowe'en is
devoted to children anyway .
The days before the 31st seem
to have the most material, including Friday morning's edition
of Captain Kangaroo, which
shou ld provide ideas for carving
those pumpkins . Friday evening
features Paul Lynde in a special
(8:00 , Ch . 7) about a man who
hates Hallowe 'en (he sees the error of his ways, of course) and a
made-for-TV
sequel
to
Rosemary's Baby (9:0_0, Ch . 7) .
Saturday has three movies in
the early afternoon , two of
which are but tangentially
related to the holiday. The third
is a Children's Film Festival (1 :00 ,
Ch . 2) entry titled " Winter of the
Witch ,"
with
Hermione
Gingold as a seemingly noble,
pahcake-making witch . The
other t~ o movies are two
science fiction/ horror classics:
This Island Earth (10:00, Ch. 9)
and Son of Frankstein (1 :00, Ch.
9).
Hallowe'en morning begins
with Camera Three (11 :00, Ch . 2)
as they present Jerry Rockwood
in "Edgar Allan Poe: A Condition
of Shadow," a one-man show
that depicts the many facets of
Poe's multi-talented personality.
This Sunday Abbott and Costello
·movie is Hold That Ghost (11 :30,
Ch. 11 ), a hilarious flick filled
with famous A&C bits . The
macabre movies continue with .
Tower of London (1:00, Ch . 9),
Phantom of the Opera (3:00, Ch . ·
9), and The Brotherhood of Satan
(5:00, on you guessed it, Ch. 9). If

by Chris Jarocha
When was the last time
someone mentioned witches to
you and you thought of something other than the crone in the
pointed hatl Did you realize that
that image is a form of prejudice,
or that witchcraft takes itself as
seriously as any Judeo-Christian
religion, if not more so? Did you
know there are more practicing
witches in the New York metropolitan area today than there
were in some of the more
famous witch-areas, such as
Salem? Yes, witchcraft i•s not only
alive and well today, but also still
living down the bad publicity of
fear-inspired folklore.
The modern witches claim
their craft is the oldest religion in
the world, and thus they show
great respect for and understanding of its traditions. Witchcraft
has been called the Old Religion ,
the Craft of the Wise, and the Sixth Sense. Its practitioners are not
lonely -hags or wizened ancients,
but people at least as healthy as
the more prosaic worshippers of
common religions, and frequently healthier,. for witchcraft is a
" natural " religion ; that is, it
springs from nature. Similar in
this respect to the Pantheists,
who see God in all things, the
witches worship nature itself and
nature's greatest child, the
human mind. lior all forms of
" magic "
come from the
mysterious powers of the mind.
Witchcraft
a discipline
designed to give one control of
these ·powers.
Because of their ability to use
these powers, which in us are still
latent, witches have been much

is

The Spirit of
1776 Speaks

by Arlene Casey
none of this strikes your fancy . a
Due to this week's issue of the
theater in Passaic is showing
Independent
celebtating
Disney's Fantasia this weekend.
Halloween a la Bicentennial, I
and Kean's Haunted House
was assigned to interview the inopens its doors for the last time
famous Spirit of 1776.
Sunday afternoon. After the
"How do you feel about
trick-or-treating and the parties
Halloween this year?"
are over, be sure to sit by the set
" Well, I always enjoy myself.
for the day's high point: House
You have to get into the ' spirit' of
of Wax (1953) Vincent Price (!)
stars in this neglected horror things" , 1776 quipped.
classic. Presumed dead after his
" Well , how do you feel about
wax museum burns down, the Bicentennial aspect of it? "
Professor Jarrod (Price) suddenly
" Please, I've got this huge
returns with a new museum ... at
headache from those fireworks
the same time his old enemies over at Disney World in Florida,"
are being individually murdered . wailed the Spirit. " If I hear one
One of the first 3-D films , it inmore .. .No, I wouldn 't die. Half
troduces Price to the type of of your Bicentennial rip-off archaracter he was to make famous . tists would go out of business if I
years later in The Abominable did. Besides, I can retire on
Dr. Phibes and Theatre of Blood
December 31st. I've got an ap(1 hr. 50 min.).
prentice, you know, to carry on
If your taste for the bizarre is the business."
still u'nsatisfied , Monday night
" An apprentice?"
presents The Outer Limits (2:40,
"Yeah, 1876. It worked in
Ch. 5) , with everybody 's favqrite Colorado this year for their state
episode, " The Zanri Misfits." ratification celebration."
·
This is the one about insects with
"How did you like July 4th?"
human faces who are really alien
"I told you . those fireworks
criminals. Never fails to send a gave me a headache. Other than
chill up the qld spine. ' Night, all. that, and the rodeos out West .. "

THE GRUB STREET WRITER

A LITERARY MAGAZINE :
is now accepting your works in the following literary and artistic genres.
PROSE
DRAWl~GS
ESSAYS
PRINTS
SHORT STORIES
PHOTOS
, POEMS
DE~DLINE: NOVEMBER 15
SUBMIT TO: WILLIS 307-C-305
Include self-addressed stamped envelope if you are unable to
pick up your manuscripts.

I didn't understand what the
Spirit thought was wron_g with
the many rodeos held in its
honor, so I asked it to elaborate.
"Have you ever been to
Greeley, Colorado, when the
wind comes through with the,
unmistakable odor of cow droppings?"
I'd square-danced in Greeley.
once in January , so I
sympathized with my interviewee on that point.
" By the way, " continued my
guest of honor, " you've got t~e
four left feet of an elephant in
traction at those square dances
of yours."
I blushed, never figuring the
spirit would criticize my
awkward attempts at Westernstyle square dancing . .
"Don't worry, you made up for
it at the celebration at the Cranford junior high in September.
You got anymore questions for
that unpatriotic paper of yours?"
" What do ypu mean, ' unpatriotic?"
"I mean I haven't noticed too
many words of praise for this
country in the Independent. It's
hardly in keeping with the
fashionable trend this year. I can
go where I'm appreciated you
know. To you, I'm just another
paragraph for the resume, right?
Well, I won't waste anymore of
your precious time, money, and
space - goodbye!"
"Where are you going now?" I
shouted after it.
"Harvard, one of the first
universities in this country. They
love me there, I think."
." Is there anyone coming for
the next c~lebration?" I pressed.
"You were expecting maybe
1976"

maligned in past years. The time
was when the local witch was an
accepted member of the community, not a creature to be
hated and feared. That latter
edict came from the Roman
Catholic Church , whose
members feared this ancient
form of "competition" for the
souls of humanity. Since the witches chose to symbolize the
male forces of nature in a goatlike idol, - the early Christians
immediately , connected them
with the horned fallen angel,
Lucifer, the Devil. The word
"witch" grew to mean a worshipper of Satan, when it actually
came from the term " Wicca,"
meaning " Craft of the Wise ."
With this intense fear of witches
generated in Chrikoian communities, it was easy for
malicious people in places- like
17th Century Salem, Massachusetts, to have their enemies
slain by proclaiming them witches, usually on the flimsiest excuse for evidence. The experience of Salem , then , as with
other mass witch-hunts , could
be looked upon as one great, sad
hoax.
The revelation that witches do ·
not really worship Satan is a
relatively recent one, put forth
by modern anthropologists who
have greatly researched the
topic. Charles Godfrey Leland,
President of the Gypsy-lore
Society, was the Gypsy-expert of
the late 19th century, and wrote a
number of books on the subject.
So did Dr. Margaret Murray, who
while not a witch hen.e\t , d\d

believe in the powers of the Wicca . One who did believe to the
point of becoming a witch was
the late Dr. Gerald Gardner, who
also ran the Museum of Magic
and Witchcraft on England 's Isle
of Man. Dr. Gardner was
engaged in a life-long project of
making witchcraft respectable
once again, much to the dismay
of the older hereditary, and this
more secretive, witches. He has
partially ' succeeded , for witchcraft is more accepted today.
The presecution is finally coming
to a slow, but definite, end.
Next time someone mentions
witches, look closely at them.
Notich how they use the word,
with sarcastic· humor, or . with
reverent curiosity. If with humor,
then ignore them, for witchcraft
is a very serious religion. If they
are serious, you are warned not
to mention Salem or the Devil in
connection with them . More
bad publicity is one thing the
Wicca does not need.
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I HOMECOMING WEEKEND I
§

Is
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1
I

Wednesday, October 27
\§
§
6 P.M.: Homecoming Queen Contest
§
Final Judging. Student Organization Office.
Thursday, October 28
8:00 P ._ M.: Homecoming Halloween Costume Party
Snack Bar
Saturday, October 30
§
10:00 A.M.: Soccer Game - Kean vs. FDU Madison-Field
11 :00 A.M.: President's Alumni Luncheon Town & Campus
2:00 P.M.: Football Game Kean vs. Glassboro-Field
§
j
Halftime Homecoming Queen Ceremonies
Malcolmx Shabazz H.S. Band
4:30 P.M.: Post Game Cocktails and Hors D'Oeuvers, Town & Campus

II

II

I

·

I
I
I

1
I

I
j

I

1-

.

I

ALL COLLEGE
COSTUME PARTY

I

·I

Joint Celebration
Homecoming Halloween
fe~turi ng

''SAM''
The Band
And Disco
October 28, 1916 - 8 P.M.-1 :30 A.M.
Co-Sponsored By:
Social Committee Class of '77
Office of Alumni Affairs
FREE BEER
FREE SNACKS

I
II
§
§

I

I
I
§

§

•

§
§
§

III
I

.
·

,

Prizes For Best Costume
!ickets Sold At Door Only

.
.

.
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DO YO U FEEL TENSE AND ANXIOUS
IN TEST SITUATIONS?
DO TESTS WORRY YOU?
DO YOUR GRADES SUFFER BECAUSE OF
THIS? IF TESTING SITUATIONS DO BOTHER
YOU, THE COUNSELING CENTER OF_ KEAN
COLLEGE HAS A PROGRAM WHICH CAN
HELP YOU OVERCOME THESE FEELINGS
AND CONCERNS . IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN
FINDING OUT ABOUT THE TEST ANXIETY
PROGRAM,
PLEASE
CONTACT THE
COUNSELING
CENTER,
STUDENT ACTIVITIES/BOOKSTORE BUILDING - ROOM
SA 126. EXTENSIONS : 2082, 2083, 2084.

AUDITIONS
.6'The G reat Nebula
In Orion"*
Lunchtime Theatre
a II female cast!!!
Thursday, October 28
VE 119

1-4 P.M .

*Script available in library

r'
~

~

(;

I

Thund.iy, Octobel' 28, 1976
6:30-11:00 p.m.
7:30-10:30 p.m.
8:00- 1 :00 a.m.

=" .

.;-·- ~(J

~._

Choir Practice
Prayer Meeting
Halloween Dance

DR Ill
Alumni Lge
Cafeteria

Nu Sigma Tau
Rho Theta Tau Meeting

W-101
Mtg Rm A

9:30-12 noon

Inter- Varsity Christian Fellowship

6:00- 8:30 p.m .
7:30 p.m.-End
9:00- 1 :00 a.m.

Mass
CCB Film: " Night Moves"
Sunshine Alley/Groove Phi Groove

Dougall
Recreation Lge
Alumni Lge
DR II
TV Lge

Holy Day Mass
Football Team
Omega Psi Phi Mtg
Jazz Jam

Alumni Lge
DR Ill
Mtg Rm B
Front Lge

Spanish Cultural Social Club
Jewish Organization
I.F.S.C Meeting
~nter-Varsity Christian Fellowship
Outing Club
Ski Club
Campus Ministry
International Students Assoc.
Psychology Club
Townsend Lecture Meeting
Only on Tuesday
Third World Meeting
Nu Theta Chi Meeting
Nu Sigma Tau
Rho Theta Tau
Sigma Beta Tau
Nu Theta Chi
Beta Delta Chi
Omega Sigma Psi
Delta Sigma Pi
Lambda Chi Rho
Nu Sigma Tau
Rho Theta Tau
Sigma Beta Chi
Sigma Kappa Phi
Nu Sigma Phi

W200
W300
W207
W207
J135
)140
J132
J130
)103
CC112
front Lge
Browsing Rm
Mtg Rm A
DR Ill
Mtg Rm B
)143
W200
J138
W100
J134
)133
)130
J139
W207
)101
8210

Movie: "Black Girl"

J100

Friday, October 29, 1976
3:05- 4:20 p.m.
8:00-10:00 p.m.

Sunday, October 31, 1976

Monday, November 1, 1976
12:00- 3:00 p.m.
4:30- 6:00 p.m .
7:30-11:00 p.m.
8:30 p.m.-End

Tuesday, November 2, 1976
1:40- 3:05 p.m.

,,

,,

6:00- 7:30 p.m.
7:00-10:00 p.m.
7:40-10:00 p.m.

,,

Wednesday, November 3, 1976
3 & 8 p.m.

-

P.age 14

The Kean College Ski
Club is announcing a
week-long ski trip up to
Sugarbush Valley in
Warren, Vermont . The
entire college is welcome
to come along with
guests. There will be a
meeting of the Ski Club,
November 2 in J140 at
1 :40. Please come to find
out more details!
Retrac1ion: There will
be no· meeting on October 26 in J140. It has
been cancelled .

INDEPENDENT

COME!

!! CELEBRATE !!
ALL SAINTS DAY
MONDAY, NOV. 1
HOLYDAY MASS
12:30 P.M.
Downs Hall (Alumni Lge)
with Father Philip

FREE

FREE

EVE CAREER DAY
Friday, November 5
Kean CollE!ge of N.J .
Downs Hall
9 :30- 11 :30 A.M .
Sponsored by EVE - Women's Center
·
Kean College
For Information
Call the EVE office 527-2210

classifieds

Come join
Catholic Campus
Ministry
in proclaiming
JESUS IS LORD
through PRAYER,
SONG and PRAISE.
Thur·s day evenings
8 P.m . Downs Hall
LIFE in the
SPIRiT SEMINAR
will begin
Thurs., Oct. 28
and will be repeated
on Friday mornings
11 A .M.
in the
Campu s Ministry Office
beg inning Oct. 29

W ANTED

FO R SALE
Black " Great Dane " puppy.
Best offer, A KC papers, house
broken , extrem ely friendly . Call
Doreen after 3 :00 p .m . 861 7527

Part t ime w orkers want ed : 5
p .m .-1 0 p .m . Monday thru
T h ursday .
I nqu i re
at
Coolenheat Inc., 1 McKinley
St., Linden, N.J . 925 -4474.

Lost Your Cool?

LOST

Call Hotline:
527-2330 ·
527-2360
289-2101
Mon-Fri . 9-1 A.M .
Sat.-Sun. 2 P.M-1 A.M .

Reward tor returned Gold Cross
Pen . It is engraved with the
name Peter P. Fagone, if found
call 736-3307 .

FIii LEGAL SlllVICIS
CoU1JJ~fin9

STUDENT ORGANIZATION OFFICES
COLLEGE CENTER BUILDING
Kean College of N- Jer~y

On November 2. 1976
at 1 :40 p.m. in J235 the
College Curriculum
Committee will continue
its consideration of a possible modifications of the
current College Policy of
a forty-credit hour limit
on the number of credits
taken in a students major
field. Students interested
in speaking with the committee should call Mrs.
Eileen Smyth, X2135 or
come to the Senate office
(Willis 1 07) to be
scheduled.
" Sex Education for the Handicapped - A Guide for
Parents and Professionals"
Guest Speaker : Winifred
Kempton MSS, A CSW Promi nent
author of many books, pamphlets
and
audio-visuals
resource
materials
Nov. 8
8 P.M .
Downs Hall - Kean College of
New J ersey, Morris Ave .. Union,
N.J.
Free Ad mission - Co-sponsored
by
the
U nio n
Co un ty
Organ ization to A id Children w ith
Learn ing Disab ilities and the
Institute of Ch ild Study
For more information
call :
Bruce Beyer 352 -0096
or
Phyllis Brociner 289-2318

College Curriculum
Committee:
Future Agenda
November 2
Continued
Discussion of
forty -credit · hour lim it for
programs
November 16
English as a second language
graduate program (M .A. Elem . Ed.)
November 23
Requirement of a grade of
"C" or better in Chemistry
1083 and 1084 before admission to Chemistry 3181 82, 3381 -82 (to be effective
in Fall 1977 for Class of
1981 ).
Meets at 1 :40 p.m. in J235

CAREER

POSITION
Career oriented person wa nted
to re present lead ing life insurance company sta rt ing with
last yea r a t school. Ind ivid ual
will ma rket complete portfolio
of insura nee products and assist
clie nts wit h financial matter.
Exce lle nt

tra in in g.

provided .

Call 272-8100 . Ask for Tom
Schirmer.

To all graduating seniors
Senior photos will be tak~n
starting Nov. 2. Please sign up
atthe Yearbook Office CC120
starting Thurs., Oct. 28.

.

Applications for freshman class officers (Pres., V.P. , Rec.
Sect., Cor. Sect. and Treas.) can be picked up October 28
& i9 and November 1 and 2 at Student Org.
Applications MUST be filled out and deposited in
ballot box no later than Tuesday, November 2, 4 P.M.

· PIOILIMS?
LANDLORD - TENANT, DIVORCE, TRAFFIC VIOLATIONS, CONlRACTS
CRIMINAL, CONSUMER, GOVERNMENT lfNfFITS, INSURANCE,
EMPLOYMENT, "YOU NAME IT"

CALL 289-6200 FOR INFORMATION

•'

New Something Else
Th ursdays 3:05 p .m .
(Free Hour )
Gathering for Sharing, Discussion, Prayer M ethods . Bible,
Values, Information
Campus
Minis·try
Office
(Bookstore Bldg)

Kean Colfege Day
Care Center announces that it does
not charge a separate
fee for the meals
served children who
. attend the center. In
the operation of the
Child Care Food
Program no child will
be
discriminated
against because of
race, sex, color, or
national origin.

APPLICATIONS
FOR FRESHMEN
ELECTIONS

<JJy ell 'J'racticin9 cflttotn~!f

Enry Thursday ' from 1:00 P.M. to 5:00 P.M.

Something New
Mondays 1 :40 p.m.
Communication Skills
Workshop
Ways to imrpove interpersonal
relationships with your friends,
fam ily, teachers. roommates
Come to Campus Ministry Office
(Bookstore Bldg) for i nf o.

October 28, 1976

KEAN COLLEGE
NEEDS A
DANCE COMPANY
All interested persons should
get their bodies over t o the
· dance studio (D-107) at the
D 'Angola Gymnasium forfu rt her
deta i ls
and
demo nstrat ions on Tuesday,
Novem ber 2 at 1 :40 p .m.
(college hour). Come out for
Modern Dance on Election
Day!
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A Healthy Braue
Speels Trouble For Opponents
by Bob Graczyk
The 1975 football season is one
Tim Braue would like to forgetthough not entirely . The part
Braue hates to remember were
the times he was sidelined with
various injuries, which kept his
playing time down to a
minimum . However, he looks
back at a significant change that
helped bring out his full potential as a player and is one of the
main reasons why Kean College
is currently enjoying a successful
year with a 5-2 record .
" At the beginning of the year
(1975) I was a defensive back and
after a couple of games coach
(John Allen ) told me I was bein g
switched over to offense," Braue
says . "I was happy about the
move because at the time our
offense was struggling arid I felt
like I could contribute."
It took Braue two games to
famili arize himself with the
Squire offense arid in the third
game as the starting fullback he
blossomed into a full fledged
running threat. He rushed for
over 100 yards on a sloppy field
against Jersey City State, but late
in the game suffered a sprained
knee. He sat out a few games and
returned, only to pull a
hamstring, shelving him for the
rest of the year.

scoring two touchdowns in a
rout of Jersey City State.
" Although I had two good
games in a row my success is attributed to our offensive line.
The line has improved tremendously since the early part of the
. year," Braue says.
" Our tackles (Larry Dubiel and
The 5 foot 10, 195 pound
Gene Nann) are doing a great
sophomore entered the 1976
job. I've been playing with Steve
season with an enthusiastic atDaubert (the center) for about
titutde and a healthy pair of legs._ nine years, so I know what he can
But in preseason he suffered yet
do. Jim Pinto may be undersized
another injury (shoulder) which
for a college guard, but his husl'hoto by Joe Ho rvath
caused him to miss the Squires
tle, desire ,and determination
opening 26-10 defeat to
EYEING THE CONFRONTATION: The concentration needed for vicmake him excel. "
Montclair State. He came back·a
tory is expressed in this player's match against Rutgers.
While Braue 's running cannot
week later and scored the tying
be overlooked, his blocking
touchdown in a win over New
ability is an equally im portant
York Tech. However, it wasn't till _ keytotheSquiresgroundattack.
OFFICIAL ENTRY BLANK
a game against FDU-Madison
Head Coach John Allen says,
that the fullback put together a " Tim 's tough and aggressive style
TENNIS DOUBLES TOURNEY
brilliant all-round performance. of play make him an outstanding
In that game, Braue rushed for91
blocker. He does a great job for
Names of Partners _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~
yards on seven carries and
Joe Troise and is respon si ble for
scored three touchdowns, to tie
Cam pu s _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ F_ _ __ _
Address
leading him through the line and
a Kean College record for one on end sweeps."
Home _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _
game, while playing only one
" In high school I was used
Campus
_ _ _ __ __ __ _
half. For hi s accomplishments mostly as a blocking back,"
Phone
the Caldwell native was honored Braue admits. " After a while you
Home _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
by the New Jersey Sportswriters kind of enjoy blocking and knocStudent _ Faculty _
Staff_ ___
Status
as " Offensive Player Of The king people down ."
Week ."
One thing is certain, whether
The following week Braue its running or blocking, a healthy
backed up his selection by gain- Tim Braue spells trouble for any ,.__
ing 136 yards on 23 carries and · defense.

" I was just getting used to playing in the backfield and against
Jersey City State I finally put it
together, only to get hurt. And to
make it more frustrating when, I
come back I get another injury. It
sure was a frustrating year,"
Braue recalls .

r------------------------------,

_____________________________ _

Ramapo Skaters Blast Kean··
In Pre-season Action, 15-5 ·
Three
time
Metropolitan
Collegiate Hockey Champion
Ramapo defeated the Kean
College hockey team 15-5 that
began pre-season hockey season
last Wednesday night. It took last
year's undefeated champs just
five seconos lo 5COTe on Kean'.,
goalie, Frank Masquera .
Kean's first goal of the season
ca me early in the first period
when co-captain Bob Boylan
took a pass from Bob Rohlander
and rifled it past the Ramapo
goalie. Boylan had two goals for
Kean in another one of his
outstanding efforts. John Montana, Don Gamberdella , and
Tom Mullen also scored for
Kean .
Kean will close out its first
game in the Metropolitan

Hockey Conference against
Rugers (Cook) on Monday
evening, November 1st, 6 P.M. at
Warinanco Park Ice Center in
Elizabeth.
Coach Tom O ' Donnell
comments: " I was not com-

Hooters Offensive Balance
Downs Jersey City State, 4-1

Ramapo and scored two goals in
the last five minutes of the
game."
Defenseman Dean " Captain
Crnnch "
Yack and Tom
" Moose " Scala did an excellent
job. Their effort will play an im-

independenl
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SP QR TS

pletely disappointed in our
teams' effort against Ramapo.
Instead of quitting, like most
teams do when it becomes
evident that they have lost the
game, we kept coming at

portant part in the team 's success
this year. Three stars : Dean Yack ,
Bob Boylan , and Tom Mullen.
Kean
Ramapo

1
1

2 3
2 2

3 5

7

T
5
15

METROPOLITAN COLLEGIATE HOCKEY CONFERENCE
1976-77' Schedule
Date

Day

Opponent

Rink

Time

Rut gers (Cook)
Maritime
Wagner (J.V .)
Rut gers (Cook)
Wm . Paterson
N.J.I.T.

Warinanco
Elmsford
Warinanco
Warinanco
Bergen Mall
Warinanco

6 p.m .
8 p.m.
11 p.m.
11 p.m.
6 p.m.
6 p.m .

F.D .U.

Branch Brook
Warinanco
Twin Rinks

10 p.m.
6 p.m.
8 p.m.

Nov.

1
7
10
17
22

29

Mon .
Sun .
Wed .
Wed.
Mon.
Mon.

H
A
H

H
A

t-1

Dec.

8
13

18

Wed.
Mon.
Sat.

·, Wm . Paterson
N.Y. Tech .

Today
Field Hockey .. .. . ... .. ... . . . . ...... ... .. . Montclair State
3:00 - A
Soccer . .. ... . .. ... ... . . . . .. .. . .. . .. .. . . . ... Trenton State
8:00 - A
Tennis ... ........ . ..... . ... . .. ... .. .. . .... Montclair State
3:00 - A
Saturday
Soccer ... . .. . ..... ... . .... .. . FDU Madison (Homecom ing)
11:00 - H
Volleyball .... ... ..... . . . .. . ..... .. . . . .... Ocean CC - JV
12:00 - A
Football . .... .. . . . ....... . . Glassboro State (Homecoming)
1:30 - H
Tuesday
Volleyball ... ..... . ..... Trenton/Franklin Marshall Trenton
6:30
Wednesday
Soccer .. . . . .. .. . ... . . . . ... . .... .. . . . ..... . Rider College
3:00 - A
Field Hockey .. . .. ... . ..... .... . . .. .. . . .. . .. ... Princeton
· 3:00 - A

,H

. H
A

.
f
to try out or
All women panning
I
winter · sports
(ba sketb all,
gymnastics, fe ncing and swi•f!1~
ming) must have a physical from,
the college Health Service.
Times : Part I - any day after 4:00
p.m.; Part II - any day between
10:30-11 :30a .m. and Wednesda y
evenin g 7:00 - 8:30 p.m.

Meeting for all women trying
out for basketball, Thursday,
October 28, at 3:30 in Room
D-127 .

by Dave Schwenzer
Saturday the Squires soccer
team won a convincing 4-1 victory at Jersey City State.
Coach Ochrimenko praised
his offensive squad.
" We're moving the ball better.
We were able to keep the other
team off balance."
There were several leaders on
offense . Andy Karlman had two
assists and a goal, Eugene Cifrodelli~ Tom Lecalvez, and
"Pachie" Caceras had the other
tallies. Muses Alliowe had two
assists.

Ochrimenko had equal praise
for his defense.
" The whole unit played well .
Joe Leducca played a great game
at the sweeper position, and
Marvin Wood1, did a good \ob \n

the mid-field. Jersey City had
some balance but they were not
together,"
commented ,the
coach.
Kean 's overall record is 8-3,
with conference record of 4-2.
This Saturda y F.D .U . Madison is
the homecoming opponent. The
game will start at eleven o 'clock .

Intramural & Club News
Volleyball
In the first match of the night,
the battle of the Pi 's, Delta Sigma
Pi defeated Alpha Theta Pi 15-5,
15-10. The second match of the
night saw a double forfeit with
neither Sigma Kappa Phi nor
Beta Delta Chi showing up for
the match. In the most exciting
match of the night, undefeated
Nu Sigma Tau came back from
behind to beatN.N .A .K. 3-15 , 15H , 15-9. The last match was also a
forfeit with the undefeated
. Independents getting the win
and Rho Theta Tau taking the
loss.
October 251h:
6:15 p.m . Delta Sig vs Sig Kap
7:00 p.m . Beta vs N.N.A .K.
7 : 4 5 p.m.
Nu Sig vs
,,, Independents
8:30 p.m . Alpha Theta vs Rho
Theta

Skating
Free ice skating for the Kean
College community at the rink in
Warinanco Park , on Tuesday ,
November 2, 16 and 30th ; from 1
to 3 p.m . There is no charge for
skating, and a $.55 fee for skate
rental. For f urther information
and directions, please call ext.
2229.

Flag Football
Results from games played on
October 24:
T-F's 20, Pi 16
Ghetto 20, Phi 14
Busche 24, Chi 6
Schedule for October 31:
10 a.m. Busche vs Ghetto
Noon Phi vs. T-F's
t ~ p.m . Pi vs Tau
- Bye-Chi

Squirettes Record
Double Shut-out
The Women's Field Hockey
team improved their record to 43-1- last week by defeating Monmouth College 4-0 and
Stonybrook College 1-0.
Leading scorers against Monmouth were Freshmen Renee
Luberto with two goals and
Dawn Weber with one goal.
Senior Arnita Etheridge also

added to the attack with one
goal.
In the Stonybrook game once
again Renee Luberto paced the
team by scoring their only goal.
Both games were a super
offensive effort which had Kean
on the attack throughout the
game.
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Kean Faces _Academic Challenge
(Continued from page J J
mand.ited that is not what is being proposed here." He added,
"We are simply asking that the
student be given the freedom to
make a choice as to his or her
areas of interest. That freedom is
presently denied."
Capone also stated, "The real
issue as I see it is not competition
between the departments for
student enrollment once they
are matriculated at Kean but
rather whether the student will
come here at all. In assisting the
students to make that choice the
present policy severely handicaps us."
Capone also pointed out that
Kean College is not meeting its
mandate of providing " viable
choices for post-college employment and further education
and professional development."
He added, " I say (the term free
electives) is inappropriate
because they are not really free
at all given the presently existing
40 hour limitation."
At the October 19 meeting,
Hiraoka commented, " at other
colleges the restrictions (on the
amount of credits you can take in
your major) are pretty much
lifted. " He added that he is,
" shocked that it would be mandated that students take courses
out of his area to fill classes. " He
also added, " In preparing for the
Certified Public Accounting Exam a student must have a
minimum of 60 credits in his major. Montclair and Paterson have
no restrictions. "
At other education institutions
in New Jersey such as William
Paterson College, Jersey City
State, Stockton , Fairleigh Dickinson University, Trenton State
College and Montclair State ·
College, the general curriculum
allows the student a maximum of
opportunity to select additional
courses in his major to prepare
himself for graduation.
Hiraoka pointed out that in
order for a program in business
to be accredited , 40 to 60 per
cent of the courses must be in
that program. He added, "Our
competitors,
Rutgers and

Fairleigh Dickinson are changing
their programs to accommodate
this."
The Management Science
Department is the largest one on
campus, with 11 faculty members
and approximately 1300
students.
Professor Mary Scotto, English,
suggested a m·otion to "not
change the 40 credits until the
General Education Requirements could be reviewed
and increased." She added that
the English Department is
unhappy about the present GER.
She also added that each student
should study Literature ,
Philosophy, Music, and Art.
Kamili Abdallah, a Fine Arts
Major, said that she is frustrated
about the limitations of 40 hours
and that since she has 42 credits
in her major she cannot expand
her knowledge in her field .
Professor Martin Holloway,
Fine Arts, commented , " When
they (Art Majors) get out they
can't compete with students of
other schools because at these
schools the students take 90
credits in art and 20 in GER."
Professor Alan Grossberg,
Management Science, pointed
out that, " Rutgers and Montclair
have been recruiting from accounting firms because they give
them what they want." He
added, " We can't even give
them any students." He also
added, " Kean has never had a
student in a public accounting
firm."
A Management Science major
concentrating in the area of Accounting, Mary Cahill , is supposed to graduate in June. " I do
not think 40 credits is enough to
specialize in any field ," she
stated. She would like to see 15
credits taken from the free electives to be used for courses in the
major.
Elliot Braun , a recent
Management Science graduate
confimred that " Firms do ask
why did you go to Kean? " This is
due to the fact that Kean does
not presently have an accounting major and that Braun is
seeking employment with ac-

counting firms. To meet the requirements Braun commented,
" I am presently going to college
at night." He added, "Firms are
shying away from Kean because
they don't have the requirements.'1
The 55 credit proposal is not a
requirement of all the students
who would attend Kean now and
in the-future. Each student would
choose if he would want the exDr. Leslie Hiraoka originated the
panded credits or whether he
Curriculum Committee.
would choose the present 40
credit limit.
" Inevitable to me, Kean College
In later interviews, Dr. Martin
is going through a state of tranSiegel , History, said that the
sition. Any attempt to block the
" Reason for 40 credits is so an inexpansion of majors or the flexdividual doesn't become a cog in
ibility of students to better
the wheel." He added that a
prepare themselves for the emcollege should, " Prepare people
ployment market is detrimental
for life and for self realization not
tot.he college community. "
just a negotiable commodity."
In conclusion , Dr. Dorr stated
He also added, " By increasing
professional education , we are
three important Issues which
short changing people who
must be considered as a solution
com~ from homes who are
is being worked on. " One is the
culturely deprived. " He further
educational issue. How much
added that he doesn't believe
breadth should a student have?
the state can allow the state
professionalism and specializacolleges to become professional.
Robert Fyne , English
commented, " students should
study instructor humanities. In(Continued from page 1)
crease the hours in the major
the country
as potentially
they would be denied the beauty
powerful.
of Beethoven, the wisdom of
Other
speakers
included
Spinziona , and the wit of
Representative Bella Abzug and
Shakespeare."
Rosalynn Carter, wife of the canWhen asked of the goal of a didate.
Liberal Arts college, Dr .
Abzug spoke of Carter, before
Laurence Dorr, vice-president of
his arrival, in glowing terms.
Academic Affairs , reiterated, " If
While Carter's speech shied
they (college community) can
away from any mention of Ford ,
round out a person 's abilities and
Abzug's mentioned him as
then go on to specialize in an
" Richard
Nixon's
revenge "
area, fine. It should include a when Nixon resigned. Abzug
wide range of knowledge,
promised that Carter would cure
background, and ways of thinthe economic ills of the country
king."
for everyone .
In answer to the same ques" Throughout this country I
tion, Dr. Glenn Thatcher of the feel a strong determination to
Industrial Studies department make sure that Gerald Ford , who
commented, " The Liberal Arts was the first non-elected
concept is designed to develop · president of this country, remain
the whole person . The person non elected," Abzug said.
who goes out in industry must
Abzug also said that for this
have practical skills and com- country to have significant
munication skills," states Dr. progress Jimmy Carter must win
Glenn Thatcher of the Industrial in November.
Studies department. He added ,
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proposal now before the College

tion vs. liberal arts training.
Where will enrollment drift? Will
other departments end up like
the
Foreign
Language
Department when German and
French
courses
were
diminished? And three, personnel , the issue which lurks in
the back of faculty's minds . What
will happen to personnel if
courses in a department are
dropped due to lack of demand?
Faculty is concerned as to what
will happen to them . These all
must be looked at. "

Carter To Stop Buck Passing
Rosalynn Carter spoke for a
few m inutes about her husband 's background including his
naval career and early community involvement. Mrs. Carter
stated that under her husband 's
governorship Georgia cut much
of the red tape and bureaucracy
in that state.
She also commented on her ,
feelings now that her husband is
in the public eye and everything
is ·known about them . " All our
lives we've lived in Plains, Ga .
with a population of 638 so
everybody has always known
everything we've done."
One small scuffle marred the
proceedings when some spectators ripped a banner belonging
to the UAW. The banner supported Carter but was blocking
the view of the candidate.
Nick Valese, president of the
local 980, stated, "Some guys
ripped up our sign so we beat up
on them. "

Homecoming Finalists Voice Varied Views

1-'hoto s b y Steve Scheiner

• Renee Joyce

by Robert Kern
This Saturday, smack in the
middle of celebrations, the
Homecoming Queen will be
crowned during the half-time
show of the football games.
Out of the eighteen contestants the judges have whittled
the competition down to five
finalists.
But who ar ~ these women that
convinced the seven judges that
they can best represent the involved student on Campus? The
practical answer is Ali Reynolds,
of Third World; Renee Joyce,
from Sigma Kappa Phi ; Christin~
Joan Jadelis, Resident Halls;
Jeannie Lonergan, Cheerleaders,
and Leslie Silber, Football team.
But these women go deeper
than just names and faces. The
contest was designed not to be
just another beauty contest.
The why is the first question.
All five were approached to run

Ali Reynolds

by the organizations, all but
Christine who had never been in
such a contest before. Most
didn't know what to expect of
how the contest would be run
and were surprised that physical
beauty was not a consideration .
Renee felt it would be an
honor to be considered a composite of a student. Leslie faced it
as a new challenge. J:'!annie
wanted to make the contest
more exciting. Ali never entered
such a contest before and when
she found she was a ': nalist said,
1
" It felt good. It felt like 1wanted
to share it with someone."
The women are excited about
it but how do they think the
student body sees it?
Most of the finalists don't see
the student body getting excited.
Renee noted that if the students
were really interested there
would have been more candidates. Leslie suggested that

Leslie Silber

since there are no specific duties
for the queens, no one could get
really excited . Jeannie agreed
that to the student body it wasn 't
important at all. Ali feels that
more people should know it was
,:,ore than a beauty contest.
Chmtine, on the other hand,
felt it was very important to the
school and the queen should be
respected as representative of
... .: student body.
Not one entrant, though,
knew w hat to expect if they won .
What de es the Homecoming
Queen do after Homecoming
Day? From all appearances not
much. All finalists feel that she
should act as an ambassador to
other colleges and with visitors
or as a traveling diplomat to high
schools.
"Seems like too much trouble
to go through for just one day,"
said Renee. "I know that I could
do more for the college than just
\

Jeannie Longergan

sit with a smile."
Robert Baker took the step,
first as a joke, by entering the
contest which
started the
women thinking. They agree that
there should be a Homecoming
King. "I'd be all for it if the guys
wanted it."
Since the judges based their
decision on how involved the
women were, it is no surprise to
find them deeply concerned
with school and outside activities
ranging from
politics to
volunteer teaching.
Student apathy worries them
and they have their own idea of
why it exists. Leslie puts herself
" back in the 50's" with her idea
of school spirit. Renee and ,\Ii
both stated that Kean being a
commuter college made it difficult for students to become involved . "When you're a commuter," said Renee. " You go to
classes, go to your job and go

Christine Jadelis
home. People have to make the
effort. "

Jeannie came out strongest
about students who are bored
with the college with " They
shouldn't be here. People who
don't get involved are not looking hard enough."
Each girl is looking towards
that half time with nervousness .
To them the title means more
than a pretty face or cardboard
smile and want to expand the
responsibilities of the winner so
that people will understand this.
The judges will have a difficult
assignment trying to single out
one woman, but whoever wins
she will be well-qualified . All the
finalists are intelligent, involved,
concerned, and personable.
Co-incidentally they are all
very pretty.

